END OF TRAIL2014

For Updates, Information and GREAT Offers on the fly-Text SASS to
772937!
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Cobra Cat shooting
the Top Gun
Shoot-off.
This 10-day event
was blessed with
wonderful weather,
green hillsides,
and exciting,
competitive
shooting.
Cowboy Action,
Wild Bunch,
Plainsman,
Mounted, Side
Matches, and
Shoot-offs rounded
out the very
crowded schedule.

Between shooting
and shopping,
there was plenty
to do for everyone!

f

ounders Ranch, New Mexico, June 19-29, 2014.
if this were a dime novel about the old west it
might start out something like this:

“i had ridden a long way, all the way to new mexico,
several miles east of albuquerque to a lush, green hill
(Continued on page 8)

Correction - OOPS!
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on page 36 of the september Cowboy Chronicle, we
erroneously reported “… mini doc, sass #82314,
managed to squeak by maverick mark, sass #57134,
to claim the top [young gun] honors.” maverick mark
was referenced in error and should have been maverick, sass #92789, from West Virginia. maverick
mark reports he wishes he was still a young gun.
apologies to everyone.
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B

uckarettes Patina,
sass #76840, and
Tornado Tucker, sass
#100747, enjoy a photo
op at the 2014 End of
Trail mounted Championship. a full report
on the event can be
found in this issue.
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handloading techniques, components,
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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

T

his is already a big issue,
with the extensive coverage of End of Trail 2014,
so i’m not going to take up a lot of space this month with an
editorial. instead, i thought i’d take a moment to cover the
old topic of how to submit an article to The Cowboy Chronicle
for publication. many requirements remain as they always
were, while a few have altered somewhat due our new digital
format. so here we go:
Please submit articles in ms Word or something compatible. open office and apple Pages (saved as ms Word) are
also fine. size restriction used to be 800-1500 words, which
is still a good target to shoot for, but we can accommodate
larger reports in our virtual magazine, if the material warrants it. We may choose to break very lengthy articles up into
two or more parts, to run in consecutive issues, however.
Skinny
SASS #7361

VISIT

By Skinny

Please do not embed your photos in the Word document.
They can be extracted for use in the Chronicle, but it can
be a chore to do that. instead, send your photos separately,
in one or more emails, as attachments. Three to six photos
per email usually works best. it’s best to send JPEgs, but
other formats are acceptable, and it’s best to keep them at
about 100 dpi and 1000 pixels (10 inches) on the short side.
That will allow us plenty of leeway when it comes to cropping and adjusting them for publication.
usually, a dozen or fewer photos are sufficient for an
article, but as you can see from this issue’s End of Trail
reports, we will use many more for a “big” event. Photos
need not have captions, but captions always make photos
more interesting. ideally, the caption would consist of one
or two sentences that say something about the picture that

US AT SASSNET.COM

(Continued on next page)
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Submission Guidelines . . .
(Continued from previous page)

is not obvious and/or is not implicit in the body of the article. “sam making smoke” is a title but not a caption.
“sam, sass #XXXXX, shooting his first black powder
match; after much deliberation, he decided to give it a try
and now he’s hooked” is much better. a caption may also
serve to let everyone know why the picture is worthy of
being published in an international newspaper.
short video clips may also be included. mPEgs, aVis,
WaVs, etc., may all be embedded in Chronicle pages, but
keep in mind that these be viewable only in the digital edition, not in the archived Pdf versions. a better option would
be to post your video to youTube and then provide us with
the youTube link. Those will be viewable even through the
Pdfs, provided the reader is connected to the internet.
The above is aimed primarily at match reports, but the basics hold for any type of article. since taking over as Editorin-Chief, i’ve had many inquiries on how to submit an article.
hopefully, this clears up most of those questions. folks have
also asked me how you get an article published in The Cowboy
Chronicle. Without fail, my answer is, “send it in.”
Please submit all articles to my attention at
skinny111@icloud.com.
—Skinny
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. END OF TRAIL 2014 ,
gun shop. hmm, come to think of it, there were about a
more than a mile high. i was hot, tired, and dusty. so was dozen places where shooting went on almost all day. But
my horse. i followed the trail up the hill and over the in town a weary cowboy after a long trail drive could get
crest. down the other side, short trees and bushes new duds from head to toe before meeting those saloon
blocked the view of the valley below. suddenly i could girls. anything we needed was here. all types were comsee the town. it was quite a sight. it was a boomtown, ing, drifters, outlaws on the run, bounty hunters, lawmen,
with brightly painted buildings as well as tents that had soiled doves and saloon girls, school marms, gentlemen,
just been put up for the big week. it had everything a scoundrels, and, of course, cowboys, lots of cowboys, all
cowboy could hope for, five saloons, saloon girls, sutlers, in search of adventure.”
stores and shops of all types, including several gun shops
The view from that turn in the trail is indeed breathand gunsmiths, plus entertainment, medicine shows, trick taking. This is where the heart of Cowboy action shootshots, actors, musicians, and saloon girls. did i mention ing™ beats.
saloon girls? The saloons ranged from the fairly genteel
By the time contestants started arriving people had
Belle union, where dancers and musicians entertained, been working on props, buildings, roads, signs, targets,
to the happy Jack, where high stakes poker games took etc. for some time. a remarkably small number of workplace without worry of card sharks or someone beating ers got the ranch ready for the event. misty moonshine,
four aces with a Colt .45. Then there was the gem, a ver- sass #83232, said, “We may have a smaller team here
itable den of iniquity. ironi- at End of Trail than most large[r] matches, but we
cally you had to walk past it make one helluva team!” yep, they do.
to get to the beautiful chapel
The first End of Trail™ was in California in 1982.
on the meadow.
This is the 33rd annual. it was in California through 2004
“Just outside of town, on and moved to new mexico in 2005. if you were last at
the ‘bad’ side, were the End of Trail™ in 2005 you probably wouldn’t recoglong hunter saloon and nize the place. The improvements have been steady and
hot Tamale’s Cantina. gun- impressive. i’m a relative newcomer. This was my tenth
One of the newest additions
fights broke out at both of End of Trail™. it was the best i have attended. it was,
to town is Chickaroo’s Mercantile. those places with regularity.
in fact, so good, i’m going to break a general rule about
Chickaroo is a local cowgirl and
for that matter, a lot of gun- reporting on events. normally we emphasize the good
opens her shop for every match
fights started in Taylor’s things and gloss over or ignore the glitches. i won’t. Tex
held at the Ranch … her energy
and enthusiasm is contagious …
instructed me to “tell it like
and the Ranch is proud to have her!
it is,” so the warts will not
be covered up. make no
mistake; it is my goal to
convince you to come to
End of Trail™ next
year. The overall quality of
this year’s event should
convince you to come. The
End of Trail™ organizers, officials, and workers
have earned your participation next year. if you do, it
will be the high point of
your sass year, perhaps
your sass career.
if you’re still mad about
End of Trail™ leaving
California, and some people
The bustling town provided everything a cowboy could want … everything from duds to guns,
places where grudges could be settled without hurting any of the “innocent” bystanders, dens of inequity,
are, it’s time to come. The
(Continued from page 1)

~ ~ ~ THE TOWN ~ ~ ~

and salvation for the soul on Sunday morning!
VISIT
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statute of limitations has expired. if, in the past, someone
treated you in a manner a paying customer should not be
treated, if a worker or official was rude to you, if you were a
vendor and were unhappy with something, come back. Time
has passed. new people are running the event. mistakes have

Cowboy Chronicle Page 9

WB SHOOTERS
MEETING

Wild Bunch™ Committee leader, Happy Jack, and Wild Bunch™ Range
Master, Wild Bodie Tom, explain the “rules” in effect for this match.

Founders Ranch now has a 5-Stand and Sporting Clays facility …
and both were in operation during END of TRAIL.
The 5-Stand competition was a three-person team affair … and lots of fun
once the rules were well understood! Seen here is the top scoring
blackpowder team—Tex, Half-a-Hand Henri, and Mica McGuire.

VISIT

been corrected, some quite dramatically. lessons have
been learned. The Wild Bunch™ has changed. a new generation is leading. Come back. Why? you ask. read on.
on Thursday, June 19th registration opened, and, up
the hill, the founders ranch shotgun sports Club began
hosting shotgun side matches with the five-stand Wild

US AT SASSNET.COM

(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

Bunch™ Team Clays side match and the Wild Bunch™
Clays Course side match.
on friday, June 20th those courses continued, and
down the hill on the range the Wild Bunch™ Warm up
match was held. at all of the warm up matches contestants shot at the same targets as on the main match, but
with a different course of fire.
Wild Bunch™ Match
The Wild Bunch™ action shooting match was held
over three days beginning saturday, June 21; four stages
a day. Wild Bunch™ is more grueling than the average
Cowboy match. There are more rounds. The targets are
farther away. The stages are more physically taxing. most
of the contestants appreciated the easier conditions. The
shotgun side matches continued with the addition of the
Wild Bunch™ Wobble Trap Two-man Team match. The
other side matches were held, speed events: 1911 speed
Pistol, speed rifle, and speed shotgun.
Wild Bunch Stages
Wild Bunch stages are not the same as cowboy stages.
an example: stage 5, Bay 5 required 25 revolver, 5 rifle,

and 8 shotgun. There were two fence shelves several
yards apart. starting position was standing anywhere between the shelves, rifle in hands. “With rifle engage the
right dueling tree targets once each (must be hit to
count).” a dueling tree is a rare species of really hard
wood called armorplatium indestructiblis with a tall post
in the center with little round targets hung out the sides
so that when hit they fly from one side to the other, making it easy to tell when they’re hit. The rifle tree was further away than the pistol tree. “With the shotgun, engage
targets.” (unlike Cowboy matches, you get one shot at
each shotgun target, no make ups. The shotgun starts
loaded with six rounds maximum, so reloading two was
required.) “move to the left shelf and with your pistol engage the dueling tree targets once each (must be hit to
count). Then engage all stationary targets at least three
times each.” There were no make-ups for knockdown or
dueling tree misses.
on stages where we shot at moving targets, in Wild
Bunch™ we used the pistol. in cowboy we used the rifle,
same distances. in most Wild Bunch™ stages we shot the rifle

WB SHOOTING

VISIT
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targets with the pistol as well as the rifle. i can find no mention of any clean shooters in Wild Bunch™ in the results.
That evening at the Belle union the Wild Bunch™
shooters dinner served the World famous green Chile
Cheeseburgers. if you hadn’t gotten familiar with new
mexico green Chiles, you could leave them off, but
where’s the adventure in that?
sunday saw four more stages and the shotgun side
matches, including a Clays side match with Wild
Bunch™ 97s and model 12s, and another with Cowboy
shotguns. a Bolt-action military rifle side match at-

After the first day’s shooting, the Wild Bunch™ competitors
gathered for a free green-chile cheeseburger social.

tracted springfield 1903s, Krags, mausers, Enfields, etc.
monday completed the main match, and the side
matches included a four-Person Team match.
Eighty-three contestants competed in Wild Bunch™. unlike Cowboy, Wild Bunch™ has men only categories (no, i
don’t know why). men’s modern drew the bulk, with 46
contestants. men’s Traditional (duelist) had 21. ladies modern had 13. ladies Traditional had 3. ladies, want an End
of Trail™ buckle? shoot ladies Wild Bunch™ Traditional next year.
simultaneously Cowboy action Warm up matches
started, four stages in the morning, and four in the afternoon. next year, i predict when you enter, you will pick
the warm up flight you want to shoot and an alternate, and
when a flight fills up, you will be assigned to your alternate
flight. on monday only four stages were available for side
matches because Wild Bunch™ was still going on. in the
past, everyone who wanted to was allowed to shoot, making for really big posses, which didn’t work. This made
everyone involved angry. This time, the first 80 shooters
were allowed, and the rest were angry. They could, how-

(Continued on page 12)
VISIT
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ever, shoot in the afternoon or on Tuesday. There were people who shot every flight they could. yes, that meant some
shot 8 stages in a day.
on Tuesday, all 12 stages were open for warm up
matches. Then everyone who wanted to could shoot at least
four stages. if you skipped the warm ups you could take an
roi course. There was an roii course on Wednesday.

SWAP MEET

WB TEAM

Side Matches
Wednesday was side match day, and a long list of side
matches occurred. one was the Texas surrender side
match. Texas surrender is an oxymoron because Texans
don’t surrender. it means hands on your gun or guns, ready
to draw. in this case it involved engaging a Texas star target
with your revolver, and four knockdown shotgun targets.
The others were Worlds fastest Cowboy (a 24-knockdown
course using your main match guns), Pocket Pistol and
derringer side matches, rimfire revolver and rimfire
rifle side matches, speed rifle side match, double Barrel
speed shotgun, 87/97 speed shotgun.
long range side matches included single shot
rifle—black powder and smokeless, Buffalo rifle, lever
action rifle—rifle caliber and pistol caliber. Buffalo
rifle is distinguished from single shot Black Powder by
the fact Buffalo rifles are .40 caliber and larger.
Cowboy Swap Meet
simultaneously the first End of Trail™ Cowboy
swap meet took place in the Belle union. simultaneously to that was the Plainsman mini-match.

Plainsman Mini-Match
and there’s a story about the Plainsman match, which
had one of those glitches. The shooters Program had it at
2:00-4:00 p.m. in the schedule, but on the special and side
match page it said, “meet Tex on Bay 3 at 10:00 a.m.”
at the shooters safety meetings for the warm up
matches and the side matches we were told it was at 10:00
a.m. This was also posted on the bulletin board.
unfortunately, the old military saying applied,
“There’s always that three percent who don’t get the
word.” one of the ones who showed up late was Big
dave, sass #55632, who decided to go over to the bay
“early,” and arrived just after 11:00 a.m. We had completed stages one and two and moved to the next bay for
three and four. We induced Big dave to shoot three and
four. seeing him shooting, Tex, sass #4, said Big dave
deserved to be able to shoot the first two stages, too. so
several of us volunteered to stay and help. We finished the
match and went to the first bay… and the rifle targets
were gone! They would not be used on the main match,
which had no “long range” targets, so workers had taken
them to the barn. T. a. Chance, sass #4072 match director, stepped up and sent a crew to the barn to retrieve the
targets and bring them down. so dave got to shoot all 4

SIDE MATCHES
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Coyote Kay
made a special
appearance at
this year’s
END of TRAIL.
She presented a
special $1000
stipend in Coyote Calhoun’s
name to the top
ranking SASS
Scholarship
candidate.

stages. he wound up
taking third in Plainsman Traditional.
sadly, the shooters
who arrived at 2:00
p.m. could not be accommodated.
This
won’t happen again.
We need all the Plainsmen we can get.

Opening Ceremonies
That evening the traditional End of Trail™ World
Championship opening Ceremonies happened with the
usual pomp and circumstance. The star spangled Banner
(Continued on page 14)

OPENING CEREMONY

Tex introduces the expanded SASS Board. Cat Ballou, Justice Lily Kate,
and Misty Moonshine now provide additional leadership for the
Single Action Shooting Society … and their presence is already being felt!

VISIT
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at End of Trail™ is always stirring. This year audrianna aragon and shannon goldrick, both seniors at moriarty high school, sang it. Then the flags of every

country represented came up to the
stage accompanied by their country’s national anthem. i will note
that while all of the countries were
well represented, Canada’s legendary lawman, sass #73160, in
a perfect northwest mounted PoJustice Lily Kaye presents
lice uniform stood out. Well, after
the 2014 Spirit Award
all, it is a very colorful red uni- to Mose and Bella Spencer.
Congratulations!
form. one ceremony that gets me
every time was when Tex invited all veterans and active
service personnel to stand. The majority of the audience
stood up. These days service to our country is rare, but
not in sass.
Justice lily Kate, sass #1000, presented the 2014
sass scholarship winners. The sass scholarship fund
has now given $603,000.00 in scholarships to worthy students. The 2014 class of regulators was named. regulators

SCHOLARSHIP

The Regulator Class of ’14. There were several more, of course,
but these folks were present during the Opening Ceremonies.
Regulators are the ones we all lean on to get things done!

Justice Lily Kate recognized two of this year’s scholarship recipients
who were in attendance … Irish Leadslinger and Apache Wolf.
Congratulations!

are the people in sass who make things happen. There are
a lot of hard working sass members who deserve that
badge, but no one knows about them outside their own
clubs. get to work telling sass about them, folks.
Then came the End of Trail™ Kick off Party with
hot dogs and hamburgers for all. The andovers provided
music on stage.
Main Match
Thursday morning, after a 7:00 a.m. shooters safety
meeting, the early wave posses started shooting the
match at 7:30, on a cool, clear morning with a bright sun
downrange. yes, that meant black powder shooters got to
see a large expanse of white smoke after the first rounds.
once you got past the first couple of stages, it was just
another beautiful day in cowboy paradise. low humidity
(Continued on next page)
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the night before.
scoring was manual, no iPads in sight this year. it
worked very well. scoring guru Cd Tom< sass #10411,
and crew did their usual great job.
stage 9 is a pretty good example of how the stages
worked. it was in the long hunter saloon, one of three
permanent “sets” built to professional standards and designed (very well) for shooting stages, not just looking
good. inside the building front is a large bar facing
downrange. you started with rifle staged on the carpet at
the right end of the bar, shotgun on the table left of the
bar, and revolvers holstered. you started standing upright
on your hind legs with both hands on a beer mug. it
looked very realistic, with “beer” inside that bubbled realistically. But it was cleverly sealed and didn’t pour out
when the beer was knocked over. i kind of pitied the beer
drinkers shooting this at 3:30 p.m.
The theme of the event was dime novels, and the
“story” behind each stage read like a paragraph from a
dime novel of the era. “it was a mighty fine day when i
rode into town to see that yellow haired girl. But, when
i walked into long hunters, there she sat with a. z. fulford, and they’re looking mighty friendly. a. z. was the
meanest, lowdown skunk in town. Whoa, hotshot fulford was there, too, with his boys, mean and onry, and

(Continued from previous page)

KICKOFF PARTY

PLAINSMAN

(Continued on page 16)

and cool breeze makes for perfect black powder weather,
and pretty good for the heathen smokeless shooters. The
rain gods had been good to founders ranch, and everything that was dry last year was green and lush this year.
The weather couldn’t have been more perfect for End of
Trail™ itself.
T. a. Chance, for the second year in the row, was the
match director. T. a. is a meticulous, careful match director
who knows what match features entertain and which ones
just tick people off. he also knows how to make them all
flow. how many matches have you attended where one or
two stages just didn’t fit in, say 10 speed shoots and two
bulls eye stages? This wasn’t like that. There were no
choke points, no stages that didn’t fit in. There were also
no stages that you had to read more than once to understand, and no shooting orders you had to stay up studying
VISIT
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right behind them was major fulford and his boys, dirty
and Evil. now the fulfords and the Johnson’s don’t have
much use for each other, ever since my great grandpappy
sold foxie fulford that blind horse. looked like i best
defend myself. ThEm dang fulfords!”
it’s a gunfight
To start the clock you muttered, yes, muttered, “Them
dang fulfords!”
now the beer mug was in your hands. our posse marshal
explained what he had been told at the posse marshal meeting. “if, when the stage is over, that mug has fallen off the
bar…” shooters who didn’t know T. a. Chance thought,
here we go, procedural city. no, “…it’s a gunfight.” an audible sigh of relief penetrated our hearing protectors.
in front were three cowboys at rifle range, well, close
rifle range. The middle one was hoss Cartright size. “at
buzzer with rifle engage rifle targets four shots on the
middle rifle target, Then double tap sweep all three targets. Then, from any one spot along the bar to the table,
with revolvers engage the revolver targets using same instructions as rifle. shoot the four shotgun targets.”
That’s it. some points to note: The “should be banned”

MAIN MATCH
TA Chance was again “the man”
behind the Cowboy Action stage
designs and the Match Director
for the event. TA’s matches
always are fun to shoot, pleasing
to the competitors, and run
smoothly and on time … as they
did again this year. He’ll return
next year, but to help ease the
burden on his broad shoulders,
Lassiter has agreed to be his
co-Match Director.
It’s going to be great!

phrase, “from left to right” was missing. you could sweep
from either direction. it’s a gunfight. also, you could
shoot any firearm from any location. yes, the rifle was
staged on the right. you might want to shoot it there, but
it didn’t matter where your feet were. for revolvers, you

q

q

(Continued on page 18)

For a complete list of
END of TRAIL™
winners and shooters’ standings,
please visit
http://www.sassnet.com/EoT/
VISIT
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could go over to the table or stop along the way. The
shotgun, well, you probably had to pick it up, but it didn’t
matter where your feet were. There are no foot faults in
a gunfight. in all the stages there were as few instructions
or restrictions as possible. you weren’t told, “restage
your rifle.” But you probably wanted to put it down before you shot the revolvers, so anywhere within the safety
rules was fine. all of the stages went pretty much like
that. stage 10 had the (in)famous mover on railroad
tracks, this year, appropriately, a locomotive. you shot it
with the rifle. in the Wild Bunch™ match we had shot it
with the pistol. if you
want really difficult
shooting tasks, you
might consider shooting
Wild Bunch™. Cowboy
action shooting™ is for
entertaining the paying
customers, shooters. Ten
to twenty people at End of Trail™ might be capable
of being overall champion on their best day. if you write
stages to challenge them, what does that do to the other
500 shooters?
it should be noted that 127 clean match pins were
awarded. Those 127 will probably do their best to come
back next year. Everyone likes getting a clean match.
Categories
in the past controversy and sometimes hurt feelings
occurred when participation requirements were put on
sparsely attended categories. Bad idea. Basically, “if you come,
we will build it.” This
year there was no talk
of not having any of
the “usual” categories,
and the numbers to
make a category were
lowered. misty moonshine explained it this way: “We offer all categories…
even silver senior gunfighter. if, however, the category
doesn’t meet the minimum requirements (seven
men/three ladies)… The category doesn’t “make it” and
the entrants in that category are moved to the next one
(for example, if Tex signs up for silver senior gunfighter, and the category doesn’t end up with seven entrants, then he would be placed in senior gunfighter.)
The minimums didn’t apply to the “over 75” categories. if you’re 76 and can still shoot End of Trail™,
VISIT

you shouldn’t have to compete

MAIN MATCH

against youngsters. on the other
hand, Junior Boys, Junior girls,
Buckaroo and Buckarette have
no minimums, either. in this
case each of those categories
had at least eight anyway. But this meant gran Patron
(80+) and Cattle Baroness (75+) had categories with two
shooters. additionally, some age based categories you
don’t usually see had full plates. silver senior duelist
(65+) had 17. i suppose next year we will see Elder
statesman duelist. gunfighter continues to grow, with
senior gunfighter (60+) 18, frontier Cartridge gunfighter 10, and still had 17 in gunfighter.
Choose your category wisely
if you’re thinking, “hey, i’ll come next year if i can
find a lightly entered category i qualify for.” if you’re a
guy, well, “ain’t gonna happen.” Every category for guys
under 75 and over 15 was heavy, just as it should be at
the World Championship. ladies, on the
other hand, can expect
to get a buckle if they
enter lady gunfighter,
Classic
Cowgirl,
ladies frontier Cartridge, and ladies
frontier Cartridge duelist because they usually have fewer than 10 contestants.
i tried to enter ladies frontier Cartridge duelist, but they
said i had illegal equipment.
4H Club Brass Pick Up
Big matches are “lost brass” matches. it’s been that
way since before i joined in the last century. Picking up
brass takes time, and big matches are trying to run a total
of more than 500 shooters shooting four stages a day each,
or more than 2000 stages shot per day. so it adds up. The
plan has long been to have some group such as Boy
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scouts police up the brass,
sort it, and sell it back to
shooters after the match. But
now not only is brass expensive, for some categories it’s
sometimes not available at
all. There are people who
want “their” brass back, not
Badlands Bill (Bill Oglesby)
just any brass of their caliber.
is a fancy/trick shooter of
There are people who don’t
world renown and an
go to big matches over the
expert gunsmith/manufacturer.
loss of $12 in brass. so sass
He provided another of his
phenomenal shooting
hired a local 4h Club full of
exhibitions during
energetic kids to police up
END of TRAIL.
the brass as we went along. it
worked so well it might spell the doom of lost brass
matches. We tipped the kids, and they didn’t have to sort
and sell brass back to us. They got over $3000, enough to
fund their shooting program for a year, and we got “our”
brass back. oh, and everybody finished on time.
Side Match Awards
Thursday night was side match awards night. This is

VISIT
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POKER
TOURNAMENT
where i’ll mention another “glitch.” There were a lot of
side matches. Wylie fox Esquire, sass #94735, was
sure he had won first place in the difficult long range
single shot Black Powder rifle category. so he sat with
his friends in order to bask in the brief glory.
sadly, his category was not called at all. and getting
the award the next day in private is not the same thing.
so i’m noting it here in an effort to make up for it. additionally, Tex said to tell you, Wylie, that at next year’s
End of Trail™, should you return, Tex will re-award
first place long range single shot Black Powder rifle
at the Wednesday night opening ceremony in front of
several hundred people. so please come back.
This year’s End of Trail™ Poker Tournament was in
the happy Jack saloon. in years previous to 2013, the happy
Jack was reserved for ViPs. now it is open to everyone.
Cowboy scott Conners provided musical entertainment.
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Friday Shooting
on friday we shot another four stages. i noticed a
trend. our posse finished ahead of the printed schedule
for the second day in a row. This indicated well-written
stages that didn’t have any roadblocks. But finishing on
time or early is a big deal at most matches and rarely seen.
This was as smooth as i’ve seen at any major match.
it should be noted that in mid-afternoon the CEo of
sass, misty moonshine, showed up at our posse with a
big tray and gave Trail mix to all of us. The CEo!
Soiled Doves, Derringers,
Daggers, and Madams
The derringers and daggers saloon show and soiled
dove and Parlor house madams costume contest highlighted friday night’s entertainment in the Belle union.
free margaritas added to the attraction. first prize in both

SOILED DOVE

Handlebar Bob has been MCing the
Soiled Dove festivities for the past few years.
It’s obvious he’s having way too much fun!
He’s seen here with the #1 Parlor House Madam
and the #1 Soiled Dove. It’s good to be the MC!

categories was a Bond derringer. second was a damascus steel dagger by redwing, and third place received
redwing daggers. Judge roy Bean, sass #1, inventor
of the soiled dove contest, told me once he envisioned
it as the cowboy equivalent of a wet T-shirt contest. But
sass being the family sport it is, has caused it to evolve
into a show that is, at most, Pg. artie fly, sass #25397,
and sexie sadie fly, sass #25398, of major Photography took photos of ladies and cowboy admirers.
frederick Jackson Turner, sass #28271, performed
his unique style of music in the gem saloon. if you
haven’t heard it, you really should hear “The Wreck of
the old 97” and other sass songs.
VISIT

Shooting Costume Awards
friday night the shooting costume awards, both for the
Wild Bunch match and the main match, and the Best gun
cart awards were given out. Cat Ballou, sass #55, noted
with some sadness that the popularity of the rugged gear
and other commercially made “baby carriage” style of
gun cart has caused the number of gun cart entries to go
down dramatically. Perhaps this will encourage some of
you to bring your Conestoga Wagon or War Wagon or
buckboard gun cart next year.
Vendors
The number of vendors was not as large as it was a
few years ago when diesel was $2 a gallon. But it was
obvious that efforts to get vendors back were beginning
to bear fruit. i talked with
the folks at Bronco sue hatters, for example. They were
lured back by lowered vendor fees and the fact that
there was only one other
hatter, stalwart regulars Colorado mountain hat Co.
During END of TRAIL the
i’ve been talking to every
office staff take over special
vendor i can get to for sev- administrative and sales tasks …
eral years, and i note that and provide a bright, smiling face
for our guests.
some vendors are very sucSlipnoose, Roxie West, and
cessful, and some aren’t. The
Amber Oakley are seen here
in the Mercantile.
successful vendors share
some traits:
1. They have something
sass shooters want. The
classic example is 2013’s
sass Vendor of the year,
Cowboy shooters supply.
The Brisco Kid, sass
#26032, and Kiamichi
queen, sass #26033, sell
The Tea Tent was a favored
guns, reloading supplies,
tradition at END of TRAIL
gunsmithing services, hard- in California. In the past few years
to-find ammunition (12 it has been revived and is now once
again a mature END of TRAIL
gauge Winchester aa Extra- attraction. Under the proprietorship
light Target rounds, for exof Sunshine Belle the Tea Tent
ample), american Pioneer offers a comfortable, cool respite
Powder, federal Primers, from the heat and a chance to sit
back and relax from the day’s rigors.
etc. They’re now the rep for
american Pioneer Powder at End of Trail™.
2. They greet everyone who walks in. if they’re busy,
a nod, a wave, or “Be with you in a minute,” works fine.
ignoring customers doesn’t.
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3. They have signs outside. i counted four vendors i
could only call “The store with no name #1,” etc.
The food vendors were all friendly and hard working.
for the second year in a row i lunched off the ice cream
truck, sky’s foods. We could use more food vendors.
This year, after u. s. grant, sass #2, “counseled me”
about last year’s article, i’ll
make sure i mention that all
of the firearms manufacturers
were represented. diamond J
gunsmithing
represented
Emf quite well. Taylor’s &
Co. had their usual store, as
did ruger firearms, Cimarron

firearms, and Pietta. Bond
arms had a tent. long
hunter shooting supplies
was in their usual store.
The store next to the
sass mercantile is now
the home of river Crossing, a long time supporter
of sass. it was nice to see
miss
Tabitha,
sass
#26972, and mad mountain mike, sass #4385,
had a permanent place for
their wares. Their clothing
is unique and seriously authentic, and they have sup-

(Continued on page 22)
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ported sass in many ways for several years.
redwing Trading Co., Buckaroo Bobbins, dodge City
general store, White Wolf Trading Co., Chickaroo’s
mercantile, and old scyene had old west clothing. There
was room for more.

Bob and sherri mernickle, of mernickle holsters, had
their usual booth, always a friendly, cheerful place. as usual
Bob had some new items. he never stops improving his
products. We’ll get to them in a future dispatches column.
Protect ur Ears had a tent and was busy doing hearing
protectors all week. over by the gem saloon doc’s old

VENDORS

slick magic (slick mcClade, sass #69490), and the
outlaw gang (Colt faro, sass #54579) shared a tent.
slick put his sure hit sights on my Vaqueros before the
match, and Colt put in shotgun Boogie short stroke kits
saturday night.
of course the sass mercantile was in its usual spot and
busy. Jim downing, the gun Engraver, was in his usual corner of Taylor’s & Co. and constantly engraving guns.
The big, air conditioned indoor Trading Post had several long time vendors, Earthwalkers, White Wolf Trading Co., Bullets and more, hearing Protection services,
and Colorado mountain hats. dillon Precision, a serious
force in reloading equipment and long time sponsor was
there as usual. newer vendors Wilderado silverworks
and Body Bueno had booths there, too.
VISIT

West was cheerfully selling chaps. doc, a long time rodeo
leather worker began to concentrate on sass because the
sass customers were so friendly and nice. it has paid off.
(note items 1, 2, and 3 in my list above.) End of
Trail™ T-shirts, bags, caps, etc. were at adventure designs by roger Peterson.
yes, i’m sure i’ve missed some vendors. (see #3 above.)
i apologize. They were all in the article submitted. They were
edited out for space. That’s my story, and i’m stickin’ to it!
Saturday Shooting
on saturday came the last four stages. it was amazing
how well the stages “flowed.” Each was unique. Each followed the philosophy, “it’s a gunfight.” There were no
spelling contests, no memory tests. People still screwed up
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VENDORS

and occasionally, shot the wrong target, threw a rifle down
and didn’t notice the lever closed, or missed a giant target
five yards away. you still needed to use your front sight.
shotgun targets were all knockdowns, no aerials. altogether now, “it’s a gunfight.”
Fast Times at Founders Ranch
as you can imagine, with fairly big, reasonably close
targets, there were some really fast times. The overall
winner, Cobra Cat, sass #19275, took 184.32 seconds to
shoot 12 stages. That’s an average of 15.36 seconds per
stage. matt Black, sass #54580, had the fastest stage
time of the match, winning stage 6 with a time of 9.42.
stage 6 was ambidextrous with 22 shots from two shoot(Continued on page 26)
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ing positions about five yards apart. it was “easy” in the
respect that it had “dumps” from the rifle and revolvers.
But if you didn’t think, it was challenge enough for you,
i ask the simple question? Was your time faster than 9.42?
matt Black, by the way, won six stages overall, but on
the first day an extractor failure gave him a 67-second
stage and 501 rank points. he still won Junior Boys,
which amazed him. another former champion lost because of a split case. There is no room for error at End
of Trail™. murphy and his minions are patiently waiting to strike.
fourth overall was Junior girl sass Kicker, sass
#91899. yes, except for three guys, a junior girl beat us all.

saturday night was the “EPiC saturday night bash! The
dooley gang hosts a saturday night Party worthy of the
World Championships! music, dancing, prizes, and fun!”
speaking of prizes, a total of 40 guns were given away
at End of Trail™. 40. got that? 40 guns were given
away at End of Trail™. i want to make sure you
didn’t miss that while speed-reading the article. 40 guns!
saturday night is when you dress up at End of
Trail! making it the perfect night for the Best dressed
Costume Contest. The contest is concluded with a promenade of all contestants through the Belle union. This is
where the other partygoers see costumes that may have
cost thousands and took years to perfect. Costumes are

TOWN SCENES
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TOWN SCENES

one of the things that make Cowboy action shooting™
unique among shooting sports.
The dooley gang is as well known for their legendary
partying ability as for the number of World Champions in
the original gang. The quality of End of Trail™ parties
has benefited from their services.
Shoot-Off Showcase
sunday morning came the sweet 16 and Top gun
shoot-offs and Wild Bunch™ action shooting Top eight
men and Top eight ladies. These shoot-offs were designed and executed in a manner that made them extremely exciting to watch. This is coming from someone
(Continued on page 28)
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who usually considers watching shoot offs as exciting as
watching golf or curling. But the course of fire was very
fast, all shooting, no gimmicks. The final between holy
Terror, sass #15362, and lead ringer, sass #87957,
was so close that watching it from the balcony of the
happy Jack (as close as i’ll get to a shoot off at End of
Trail™), i couldn’t tell who won. (The video is on my
facebook page, and probably other places. maybe you
can tell who won it by watching. okay, spoiler alert: lead
ringer won, but you can’t tell from the video. The winner’s final target falls first, and the loser’s is on top, so
there’s no doubt.)
Then came the awards ceremony where 300-plus

awards were given out expeditiously. for a complete list
of shooting results, visit http://www.sassnet.com/EoT/
next year’s End of Trail™ match directors were
introduced, the legendary T. a. Chance and the legendary
lassiter, sass #2080. The two of them should be able
to put together a match that is even better than this year.
The dime novel comes to an end too soon: “some of
us were licking our wounds. others were hugging their
trophies and belt buckles. We had all seen old friends and
met new ones. But it was time to move on. Within a few
hours most of us had ridden up the hill and on to our next
adventure. i knew i’d be back, and i knew i would be
bringing friends with me, and we would all have guns.”

(Continued on next page)

AWARDS

Misty Moonshine presents
the Waddie Award to
Brodie Lane, who stepped in
and assumed the Waddie Czar
job at the last minute …
and did a wonderful job.
Her efforts were
instrumental in ensuring
a smooth-running
END of TRAIL.
Thank You!

Overall World Champions:
(l) Wild Bunch—Last Chance Morales and
Idaho Sixgun Sam; (r) Cowboy Action—SASS Kicker,
and Cobra Cat. Outstanding shooting … and all are
wonderful representatives of the sport!
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Lassiter has been a
long time friend of SASS.
Years ago he volunteered
to recruit “adult
supervision” for the
END of TRAIL
Side Matches.
He has now agreed
to work with
TA Chance as the
Co-Match Director
for END of TRAIL
starting in 2015.
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SASS is always pleased
when celebrities choose to attend
and play the game with us.
Viper, NRA’s Kayne Robinson,
shot Wild Bunch™ … and
did himself proud!

Founders Ranch is very proud
of the Cowboy Memorial Chapel
built with donations and
fundraisers by SASS members.
Much remains to be done
to complete the interior.
Mica McGuire and EZ GZ
of Albuquerque donated
a set of stained glass windows
that add considerably
to the beauty of the facility.

VISIT

The Happy Jack Saloon has always been a VIP hideaway …
but is now open to everyone. It’s a great place to get out of the sun
and have lunch and a cold drink during the day …
it’s also a den of inequity in the evening when the cards come out!
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Frederick Jackson Turner returned
again this year as an entertainer
and a competitor. His collection of
SASS/cowboy songs are a
guarantee to please.
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BOOK
SIGNING

Book signings are a traditional part of END of TRAIL.
David Grassé is seen here selling a signed copy of his book,
The True, Untold Story of Commodore Perry Owens, to Mo Lasses.
New Mexico is also home to several of the famed World War II
Navajo Code Talkers. We’re rapidly losing the original members of
that group, but are fortunate to have copies of the books they have
authored chronicling that exciting episode in our American history.

(Continued on page 32)
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TOP GUN
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COWBOY CLOTHES

owdy. i am puzzled and a bit disappointed in all the
discussion of people not wearin’ period clothes. i really don’t understand why this is even an issue, or why
the topic is open for discussion. hockey players wear
skates and basketball players wear shorts and cowboy
shooters wear… sneakers? it clearly states in the handbook the dos and don’ts of what to wear, and what is accepted for each class… when i started i was impressed
with how easy it was to understand, and enjoy the sport
partly because of the “look” of the people around me! i
understand that the details of period clothing is more interesting to some than to others, but according to your
rulebook you don’t have to break the bank. a good pair
of canvas pants cost less than a pair of jeans and are just
as comfortable. Wide-toed period cowboy boots or brogan shoes can be purchased for the same price as sneakers, and insoles and arch supports can be added for
comfort. you can look the part without counting stitches.
Vendors are helpful. When you consider the cost of the
guns, ammo, leather and gun carts, heck it ain’t the
clothes what’s expensive, unless you want them fancy
duds. sure there may be some gray areas, but i don’t think
blue jeans, ball caps, tennis shoes and work boots fall
there. and i don’t get why pictures of shooters wearing
them are in your magazine. if someone showed up with a
laser grip on their pistols they wouldn’t be allowed to

i

shoot. you have a rule book and it is very reasonable. i’m
a bettin’ if the rules were enforced, like any sport, they
would be followed. i bet a P for a shooter wearing jeans
would chase away those “blues.” on the other hand,
maybe the reluctance to follow the rules reflects a lack of
understanding – in that case, there needs to be additional
guidance and support to make proper costuming as easy
as buying a fast gun.
respectfully submitted,
Primer
sass #92157

In fact, blue jeans are and always have been legal attire at SASS matches, as they are authentic to virtually
every Hollywood Western up to sometime in the 1980s. I
appreciate that you don’t like them and that they are not
authentic to the true Old West, but they are legal. “Designer” jeans, however, are not. As for footwear, I agree
competitors should make the effort to wear appropriatelooking footwear. However, SASS has always strived to
accommodate those with specific medical conditions. If
someone can produce a doctor’s letter stating that he must
wear some specific type of footwear (or any other type of
wear) for medical reasons, he should be allowed to shoot,
even if that wear is not authentic.
—Skinny

THE COWBOY WAY IN MONTANA

became involved with sass after trying several other
shooting sports but being disappointed with the attitudes of the other shooters. i found cowboy action shooting while looking at different shooting sports on
youTube… and i’m so glad i did! i shoot with the Bigfork
Buscaderos and my fourth match ever was the state shoot
last year.
i was very excited to go to the montana state match
(hosted by the sun river rangers) this year. i decided to
change classes after a pard mentioned that my costume
was very close to B-Western. so i switched from a cross
draw to a double strong side as the rules state. i was very
careful to make sure i was properly attired. What i failed
to notice was that my 66 Winchester lever rifle was not
legal for that class. i found out when i was 200 miles from
home and had left my legal ‘94 Winchester in the gun
safe. i was super bummed, as i had not brought my cross
draw holster or any of my other costuming to shoot as a
VISIT

Wrangler. one of the sun river rangers, Poverty Bill
(sass #45790) offered to share his marlin lever gun,
which of course is B-Western legal. i was really grateful
to be able to compete in the class i had intended. Bill
wouldn’t even let me pay for the ammunition i used.
By the end of the match i had finished second in my
class. it had been a great weekend. my family wanted to
go on a little montana history tour on the way back to the
flathead Valley. our plan was to go to great falls, helena, Butte, dillon, Bannock and Virginia City, but 10
miles away from the range my pickup broke down. Two
hundred miles from home and 30 miles from the nearest
parts store, i commenced to figuring out what the problem
was. Before i even got the hood up, a pickup pulled in and
Poverty Bill said, “What’s the problem cowboy?”
after a quick investigation we discovered that there
was fuel but no spark. i decided the issue must be the
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pick-up coil and possibly the distributor rotor. Bill offered
to drive us 30 miles to great falls for parts. once back, i
installed the new parts but still no spark. so Bill drove us
back to great falls to buy a coil. i mentioned to the naPa
store clerk about the shoot and how great Poverty Bill
had been to us. The clerk replied, “i’ve heard that about
you cowboys.”
Back at the truck, i installed the new coil. We now had
spark but another problem… spark was jumping to and
from places spark should not jump. i determined that the
distributor cap must be cracked. Bill drove us back to
great falls for a third time! Bill had driven us a total of
180 miles and spent more than four hours helping us get
going.
We finally did get the truck going. When it did fire up
and we were sure it was going to be ok, Bill said, “if you
guys need anything else, don’t call me!” he laughed big
and loud and drove away after refusing to let me pay for
his fuel. Poverty Bill had saved my weekend and my vacation twice!
since joining sass, i have found the cowboys to be
the salt of the earth. always willing to help a partner,
and just as willing to help a stranger. When i was getting
started last year, many cowboys jumped in to give me advice, teach me tricks, loan me guns and even give me
equipment to get going; cowboys like hardwood harry
(sass #53873), sage Creek gus (sass #64320), longshot Ed (sass #81538), Billy Two hares (sass #58104),
and of course Poverty Bill. These guys are the embodiment of the spirit of the game and are a credit to the sport
and the “cowboy way.” i am blessed to call them my pards
and to be a part of this sport.
Captain Cain,
sass #99356
Kalispell, montana

Most of us are drawn to Cowboy Action Shooting™ for
the sport and for a love of Old West firearms. But, as you
point out, this brothership, willingness to help, and general good-naturedness, is what keeps many of us involved
for years thereafter. Your story is typical of what I’ve
heard time and again
—Skinny
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Cat Ballou, SASS #55

CREATIVE COSTUMES ABOUND
RD
AT THE 33 END of TRAIL

ounders Ranch, NM – due to some early monsoonlike rains, founders ranch was lushly green this year
after three years of severe drought. so the stage was set for
costume contest participants to display some of their finest.
We have three costume contests every year at End of
Trail—Wild Bunch™, daytime shooting Costumes, and
saturday evening Best dressed.
once again, our costume contests sponsor was Wild
West mercantile from mesa arizona, C. s. fly, sass
#5078, and Claudia feather, sass #2816, proprietors. They
have sponsored these major contests for many years, and
we are so appreciative of their continuing support.
Costume contests couldn’t exist without the hard work
of the costume judges, and we have some of the best. Judges
for the Wild Bunch™ contest were Captain Cooper, sass
#43639, from California and myself. Judges for the shooting Costumes were Copper queen, sass #20449, from
utah, and sloan Easy, sass #28129 and Creek harding,
sass #4546, from California. Best dressed Judges were
Copper queen, sloan Easy, and a new judge, Wild horse
John, sass #85994, from Wyoming. Costume wranglers
were sundown, sass #285, and sunshine Belle, sass
#91375, both from new mexico. Thanks to all the judges
for their dedication to costuming. They make my job as a
“talking head” quite easy!
some very creative costumes were displayed this year,

By Cat Ballou, SASS #55

WILD BUNCH
First place
Wild Bunch™—
Capt. as a
US Army 11th
Cavalry Captain
in the 1916
Mexican
Incursion.

First place Lady
Wild Bunch™—
EZ GZ,
as an “Adelita”
or female
soldadera
in the
Mexican
Revolution
of 1894 – 1900.

Second place
Wild Bunch™—
Doc McCoy as a
1913 US Army
Colonel wearing
ribbons denoting
his service from
the Indian Wars
through the
Spanish
American
War.

Third place
Wild Bunch™—
Texas Ghost as
William Holden’s
character, Pike,
from The
Wild Bunch.

(Continued on next page)

Third place Lady
Wild Bunch™—
Wicked Felina
as a
1904 U.S. Marine –
one heckuva
cute soldier!

VISIT
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Second place
Lady Wild
Bunch™—
Texas Tiger
ready to go on
the hunt for
Pancho Villa.
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SHOOTING COSTUMES
First place Lady
Conventioneer—
Frontier Faith,
looking very
fetching in
her 1888
traveling outfit.

First place
Junior
Shooting
Costume—
Jus One Shot,
portraying a
working
cowboy in
Colorado.

First place
Lady Shooting
Costume—
Sonora Blaze,
looking so
B-Western
in her striking
red outfit.

First place
Conventioneer—
Willamette Kid,
as an 1885
Western Indian
policeman.

First place
Lady Sutler—
Lotta Lead Lorri
from Mr. Quigley
Photography,
dressed as a
Plains Indian.

First place
female
Waddie—
Sunshine Belle,
in her
prairie dress.
She was the
Tea Tent
hostess.

#17218) outfit portrayed the native american witch doctor
from The Missing. frankly that film scared the Bejesus out
of me and so did his costume! outstanding!
and then there were the B-Western ladies. Barbary
Coast, sass #21965, looked as if she had just stepped out
of an early Wild West show in her bronc riding attire. aspen

First place
male
Waddie—
Squid, in his
1860’s Navy
uniform.

and i want to point out a few. Best dressed B-Western men
and ladies really took center stage for me. henry o. flipper, sass #80718, based his outfit on a 1940s film character in The Harlem Kid. and Calvin n. hobbes’ (sass
VISIT

First place
Shooting
Costume—
Capt. George
Baylor, as an
1885 working
Wyoming
cowboy.
He is wearing
shotgun chaps,
cuffs, spurs, and
a wide-brimmed
hat as well as a
slicker for
bad weather.
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filly, sass #50535, Evergreen rose, sass #37972, and
sonora Blaze, sass #69510, did a take off on the steve
martin film, The Three Amigos, although they were “The
Three Amigas,” attired in sparkly mexican attire and even
strumming guitars! and little Jersey yellow rose, sass
#87431, dressed as Crazy Cora from the Tom selleck
movie, Quigley Down Under. unfortunately, Tom selleck
did not accompany her.
first place lady Wild Bunch™ was Ez gz, sass
#83885. she portrayed an Adelita, or female soldadera. Soldaderas were female soldiers that accompanied their men
fighting in the mexican revolution. Both of Ez’s greatgrandparents actually fought on both sides during the rev-

END OF TRAIL 2014
COSTUME CONTESTS
RESULTS

WILD BUNCH:
Men
1st
Capt. george Baylor,
sass #24287
TX
2nd
doc mcCoy,
sass #8381
VT
3rd
Texas ghost,
sass #50125
TX
Ladies
1st
Ezgz,
sass #83885 nm
2nd
Texas Tiger,
sass #74829 nm
3rd
Wicked felina,
sass #3483
TX
SHOOTING CATEGORIES:
Sutler/Vendor
Man
doc the drifter,
sass #73791
Co
Lady
lotta lead lorri,
sass #53646
az
Waddies
Man
squid,
sass #59827 nm
Lady
sunshine Belle,
sass #91723 nm
Gun Carts
Posey County lefty,
1st
sass #42337
in
nd
ninety Caliber,
2
sass #50218
oK
Conventioneers
Men
Willamette Kid,
1st
sass #2625
az
nd
2
minnesota Clay,
sass #45970
TX

Conventioneers
Men
3rd
W. a. Ward,
sass #11723
Ca
Lady
1st
frontier faith,
sass #94293
TX
Junior Shooting
1st
Jus one shot,
sass #99132
Co
2nd
georgia’s Phantom
rider,
sass #21446
ga
Lady Shooting
1st
sonora Blaze,
sass #69510
Co
nd
2
Ezgz,
sass #83885 nm
3rd
serenity,
sass #64982 Can
Men Shooting
Capt. george Baylor,
1st
sass #24287
TX
nd
2
sundown,
sass #284
nm
Black diamond Bob,
3rd
sass #94536 nm
BEST DRESSED:
Junior Boys
nico the Kid,
1st
sass #88599, nm
2nd
Jus one shot,
sass #99132
Co
rd
nick nitro,
3
sass #94156
uT
Junior Girls
fast draw fawn,
1st
sass #94157
uT
2nd
more guns an ammo,
sass #92217
Ca
VISIT

olution. her costume depicts “la rosa,” decorated with
beautiful roses, a part of mexican culture. her vintage sombrero is also adorned with roses. Muy bonita!
however, after three decades of costume contests, this
year we had a first. Captain george Baylor< sass #24287,
won first place in all three contests, Wild Bunch™, shooting Costumes, and Best dressed. let me describe his “spot
on” Wild Bunch™ outfit:
A U.S. Army 11th Cavalry Captain in the 1916 Mexican
Incursion. The uniform is the M1916 khaki field uniform with
shirt pocket flaps. The sterling silver Captain’s bars on the
collar are the smaller type issued prior to WWI. Officers
wore black ties and their trousers had front pockets. The

Junior Girls
3rd
Eagle Wing,
sass #97695 nm
Military
1st
Capt. george Baylor,
sass #24287
TX
nd
2
hank hills,
sass #78028 Wa
3rd
rye Creek roberts,
sass #18503
az
Couples
1st
legendary lawman,
sass #73160
& serenity,
sass #64982 Can
2nd
marshal John morrison,
sass #94154
& Wild Cattle Kate,
sass #94155
uT
rd
3
rev. Willie dunkun,
sass #61027
& miss Julep,
sass #97794
il
B-Western/Silver Screen
Men
lt. henry o. flipper,
1st
sass #85718 nm
2nd
Calvin n. hobbes,
sass #17218
TX
rd
3
dakota dennis,
sass #97670 aus
B-Western/Silver Screen
Ladies
Barbary Coast,
1st
sass #19365
TX
aspen filly,
2nd
sass #50535, Co
Evergreen rose,
sass #37972 Wa
sonora Blaze,
sass #69510
Co
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B-Western/Silver Screen
Ladies
3rd
little Jersey yellow
rose,
sass #87431 nm
Best Dressed Ladies
1st
Kathouse Kelli,
sass #72384 aus
2nd
dixie Bell,
sass #5366
uT
3rd
heather hills,
sass #78029 Wa

JUDGES:
Wild Bunch
Capt. Cooper,
sass #43639
Cat Ballou,
sass #55

Ca

nm

Shooting/Daytime
Copper queen,
sass #20449
uT)
sloan Easy,
sass #28129
Ca
Creek harding,
sass #4546
Ca
Costume Wrangler – sundown nm
Best Dressed
Copper queen
sloan Easy
Wild horse John,
sass #85994
Costume Wranglersunshine Belle

/

Wy
nm
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Creative Costumes Abound at the 33rd END of TRAIL
(Continued from previous page)

campaign hat meets the era’s regulations.
Crowns varied between 4" and 6" and brims
were 3" to 4" with a brown chinstrap, a
gold/black acorn officer’s hat cord and
civilian goggles for wear in the 1914 Dodge
Touring Cars used in the expedition. The
trouser belt is the 1915 style. The holster is
non-regulation, but officers could and did
purchase their own. The Army did not issue
left-handed holsters (Capt. Baylor is a
lefty.) Shoes are M1905 marching shoes
with leather M1916 puttees (leggings).
That is just amazing research to develop
this award-winning costume. Capt. Baylor’s
other winning costumes can be seen in the
accompanying photos along with their descriptions. Congratulations to Captain Baylor for his all-around first place wins!
lastly, my thanks to all the participants in
the costume contests at this year’s End of
Trail. Thank you for your continuing interest in promoting costuming as an important
part of our sport. you really are all winners!
hope to see you all at the sass Convention in san antonio, Texas in January.
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BEST DRESSED

B-Western Men (r-l)—first place,
Henry O. Flipper as Mr. Johnson
from the 1940’s film, The Harlem Kid;
second place, Calvin N. Hobbes as
the Indian witch from the film,
The Missing; third place, Dakota Dennis
as a Hollywood type Sioux warrior chief.

—Best Dressed Couples—
first place (middle) Legendary Lawman
and Serenity as Lt. Col. Young and his wife
visiting the fort commander; second place (right) Marshal John Morrison and Wild Cattle Kate, keeping their
town safe from the outlaw element; third place (right)
Reverend Willie Dunkun and Miss Julep, a 1880’s
preacher and his wife.

Junior Boys (l-r)—
first place, Nico the
Kid, as a boy Sergeant
in the Butterfly Hussars New Jersey 6th
Regiment; second
place, Jus One Shot,
as a Classic Cowboy;
third place, Nick Nitro
as a “gamlin” man.

The Best Dressed
Judges (l-r)—
Copper Queen,
Sloan Easy, and
Wild Horse John.
They do a fabulous
job every year and
welcome to new Judge,
Wild Horse John.

Junior Girls—first place (middle)
Fast Draw Fawn, in an 1875 purple
Polonaise dress; second place (r)
More Guns An Ammo, in a gown
for going with grandma to the
evening theatre; third place (l)
Eagle Wing as a Navajo female hunter.

B-Western Ladies (l-r)—first place Barbary Coast as a rodeo bronc rider;
second place, Aspen Filly, Evergreen Rose, and Sonora Blaze as
“The Three Amigas;” third place, Little Jersey Yellow Rose as
Crazy Cora from Quigley Down Under.
VISIT

/

Best Dressed Ladies (l-r)—
first place, Kathouse Kelli,
in a 1886 walking dress;
second place, Dixie Bell
in a, 1870’s afternoon
visiting gown;
third place, Heather Hills
as an 1894 Victorian
bloomer velocipede rider.

US AT SASSNET.COM

Military (l-r)—first place,
Capt. George Baylor, in an
1873 10th Cavalry dress uniform;
second place, Hank Hills,
as a turn of the century
US Marine Sargent; third place,
Rye Creek Roberts, as a
Kansas guerilla fighter
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Texas Jack Daniels,
SASS #8587

MADAMS, DOVES, AND FUN, OH MY!!!

Derringers and Daggers event raises $8000 for SASS Scholarship Fund
By Texas Jack Daniels, SASS #8587

T

First place in the Soiled Dove
contest was Diamond Blaze
from Texas looking very
“fetching.”

The Bodacious Babes.

Wildcat Belle was
quite the “gal”
in her red outfit.
She was the fourth
place Soiled Dove.

here were all kinds of jewels, ales, and harlots on
friday night at the annual derringers and daggers party benefiting the scholarship foundation
at the 32 nd annual End of Trail. and even
hug’n’Kisses. see what you missed? The party was a
rousing good time with 30 gallons of frozen margaritas
and free hotdogs, beer, soda, and water for all. in addition, the CEo (Chief Entertainment officer) herself,
misty moonshine, sass #83232, and several of the office staff slaved over the hot grill, cooking hundreds of
hot dogs for those in attendance. With the great turnout
for the d&d evening, over $8,000 was raised for the
foundation, as well as providing a fun event for contest-

(Continued on next page)
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The Judges really have a difficult job it seems. (NOT!)

house madam Winners. amber ale, sass #66175, and
Kathouse Kelli, sass #72384, second and third respectively, were presented a redwing damascus Knife with
a Jm leather sheath. Wildcat Blue, sass #77506,
happy Valley harlot, sass #84435, and “stella” (Bella
spencer), sass #63491, third through sixth respectively, took home a redwing steel Knife with Jm

(Continued on page 42)

Emcee Handlebar Bob, who always has the right amount of “bling,”
with first place Parlor House Madam Helda Huginkiss and
first place Soiled Dove Diamond Blaze.

Kathouse Kelli all the
way from Australia took
third place Soiled Dove.

ants and spectators!
The Beautiful and Bodacious
Babes… yep, it was a B-Western
night all right… did their best to
convince the Judges they were the
Babes of their dreams. diamond
Blaze, sass #97568, fit the bill
perfectly and was chosen as the
winner of the soiled dove contest, while helda huginkiss,
sass #32799, took Parlor house
madam honors.
Bond firearms Cowboy defender derringers were awarded
to the soiled dove and Parlor
VISIT
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(Continued from page 41)

leather sheath.
The Judges, who were extremely
taxed and befuddled (noT), were presented a redwing dagger with Jm
leather sheath in appreciation for all
their burdensome and laborious efforts
in judging all the beauties that were out
to win them over with their wiles. Each
Judge, with a stiff upper lip, completed
his duties in fine fashion and included:
Texas ghost, sass #50125 (Texas);
Possum skinner, sass #60697
(louisiana); savage sam, sass #78935;
(australia); White lightning Jack, sass
#58650 (new zealand); and El Vaquero
malo; sass #89077 (new mexico).
Events like this require sponsors and
funding. This entire event was funded
outside of sass for the pleasure and enjoyment of all our sass cowboys and
cowgirls. The foundation is especially
grateful to have such fine sponsors.

The Derringer and Daggers event was hosted
once again by Texas Jack Daniels and Shotglass.
And once again, they did a fabulous job!

Thanks to all our sponsors:
more thanks goes out to all raffle
Taylor’s and Company – 1911 Pistol
ticket buyers this year supporting the
and 1873 rifle
sass scholarship foundation. With
Bond firearms – Bond Cowboy
(Continued on next page)
defender derringers
Jim downing, The gun
END OF TRAIL 2014
Engraver – 1873 rifle
COSTUME CONTEST RESULTS
Engraving
SOILED DOVES/PARLOR HOUSE MADAMS
aspen filly’s gun Engraving
– 1911 and derringer
SOILED DOVES
Engraving
1ST diamond Blaze, sass #97568 (Co)
2nd amber ale, sass #66175 (nm)
Cody Conagher gunsmithing
3rd
Kathouse Kelli, sass #72384 (aus)
– 1873 rifle Conversion
4th Wildcat Belle, sass #77506 (Tn)
and action Job
5th happy Valley harlot, sass #84435 (Va)
6th
Bella spencer, sass #63491 (Ky)
redwing Knives – damascus
and steel daggers
PARLOR HOUSE MADAMS
mernickle leather – 1911
1st
helda huginkiss, sass #23799 (Co)
leather rig
JUDGES
Jm leather – dagger sheaths
Texas ghost, sass #50125 (TX)
major Photography –
Possum skinner, sass #60697 (la)
savage sam, sass #58650 (aus)
Event Photography
White lightning Jack, sass #58650 (nz)
El Vaquero malo, sass #89077 (nm)

VISIT
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their help, the sass scholarship foundation has
awarded over $600,000 in
scholarships since its inception. With the generous
donations, the fund continues to thrive and grow.
Thank you! for more information on the sass scholarship fund please visit:
http://sassnet.com/scholarmain-001a.php
The happy raffle winners were shamrock sadie,
sass #78511, who won
the Taylor’s and Company
Amber Ale from New Mexico
was the second place winner
1873 rifle with Jim downin the Soiled Doves contest.
ing Engraving, converted to
.45 aCP with action job by Cody Conagher.
Phantom, sass #54973, had the lucky ticket for the
Taylor’s and Company 1873, 1911 Pistol with aspen
filly Engraving and mernickle leather and redwing
Bushing knife.
Crosscut hardy, sass #54701, generously bought
raffle tickets and took home the Bond firearms Cowboy defender derringer with aspen filly Engraving.
diamond Blaze, sass #97568, in addition to being
the top soiled dove, also came away with a redwing
dagger with Jm leather sheath for selling the winning
rifle raffle ticket.
Kathouse Kelli, sass #72384, was awarded a Bond
firearms Cowboy defender derringer for raising the

VISIT

most money for the scholarship fund through the raffle.
The scholarship foundation fund raising Committee continues to look for more and exciting ways to expand this event to raise funds. They are always looking
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for suggestions on how to improve
the enjoyment of attendees and ensure the foundation continues to
garner member support. Please
contact shotglass, sass #17153,
at TXshotglass@sbcglobal.com to
share suggestions and ideas. some
ideas already shared: skit competitions, casino games to win raffle
tickets, and real time gun & gear
raffles/auctions/giveaways.
again, thanks for your continued support of the foundation and
derringers & daggers. The foundation, the committee members,
and scholarship recipients appreciate your generosity.

Happy Valley Harlot from Virginia
was very pleased with her dagger.

VISIT
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Kentuckian Bella Spencer became
“Stella” for the evening.
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SHOOTOUT UNDER THE MIDNIGHT SUN

INDEPENDENT WOMEN OF THE WEST
B

By Little Nelchina, SASS #68078
Photos by Tripod, SASS #57588

irchwood Recreation and Shooting Park, AK. We had a
rip-roaring good time at the 2014 shootout under the midnight sun, sums for short. as always, the alaska Territorial
Championship, as hosted by the alaska 49ers, was a rootin’tootin’ three days with old and new friends and great shootin’.
most of our cowboy shooters
were alaskans this year. many
members of the 49ers joined with
Kootenai Brown, sass #87192,
from the golden heart shootist society and d. h. hauler, sass
#12815, and yukon deb, sass
#86992, from the Juneau gold miners Posse. The lower 48
exception was noah fitz, sass #74211, from north Carolina,
who participated thanks to a gift
from his wife Kim—now there’s
a great example of true love for
you. noah also graciously gave
us a batch of jim-dandy 49ers
badges to use as we pleased, and
the first two were given to our
brass pickers Cassie and maggie. registration and side matches were held friday, July 4, including buffalo gun, speed rifle, and knife throwing. The theme
of saturday and sunday’s main match was independent
Women of the West, and scenario stories were submitted by
members of the club. match director marshal stone, sass
#83366, and his assistant Tripod, compiled the stories and the
aTBs. it was a nice theme, to focus on the ladies this time.
We enjoyed learning about women of the old West while
shooting up a storm, including tales of narcissa
Whitman and Eliza spading braving the trail to oregon, and lucia darling
educating students in the
first school in montana.
minnie freeman saved her
pupils during the great
VISIT

SUMS overall champions, Taino and Lanky Jane.

blizzard of 1888. sarah Winnemucca (Thocmentony) helped
her Piute people in time of war.
The bank robber Cora hubbard,
gambler lottie deno, and entertainer Klondike Kate worked on
the wilder side of the old West.
Crusaders Clara shortridge foltz,
Caroline nichols Churchill, and Bethenia owens-adair and
government agent alice fletcher worked to make the world a
better place. stagecoach mary fields followed her own path as
a loyal servant, freighter, and mail carrier.
The alaska Kid, sass #99860, won the inaugural chili
cook-off on friday night, set
up by ruben ryback, sass
#89756, trophies by Tripod.
(The apron is a traveling trophy, but the winner gets to
keep the chili hat!) The chuckwagon was headed up by lizzy
mae, sass #92428, who did
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well in her first year as chief cook and bottle washer. Eileen
Widowmaker, sass #89757, and georgann assisted and contributions were made by other club members. They kept us fed
with tasty vittles throughout the weekend, including two
lunches, dinners and snacks. Tripod acted as official photographer, and lanky Jane, sass #83283, rounded up registration. flaco Joe, sass #83282, led the faithful in Cowboy
Church on sunday, and led the side matches with scout
Brown, sass #36048. The weekend was rounded out with
vendor arnie’s Bullets keeping ammo shoppers busy and
everyone got door prizes. Thanks go out to our generous sponsor, action Target, and donors Birchwood recreation and
shooting Park, Brownell’s,
Bullets Jewelry, Bullet splat
Jewelry, Crazy Cow Trading
Post, CW Tack & Western
Wear, desperado Cowboy
Bullets, dixie gun Works,
Evil roy shooting school,
great
northern
guns,
h2oasis, inuitions day spa,
Kempf gun Works, lee re49’er

WINNERS

Taino
sass #33670 aK
Cattle Baron Trooper John smith
sass #5561
aK
Cowboy
Tombstone Kenny
sass #76195 aK
duelist
marshal stone
sass #83366 aK
Elder
d. h. hauler
statesman
sass #12815 aK
fC duelist dan o’leary
sass #26047 aK

l 49’er

l silver
senior
l Wrangler
senior

s duelist

silver
senior
Wrangler

Bearclaw Becky
sass #76196
Tripod
sass #57588
lanky Jane
sass #83283
Tequilla Jack
sass #91009
manzanita Jack
sass #84584
doc red dawg
sass #16761
flaco Joe
sass #83282
VISIT

aK

aK
aK
aK

aK

aK

aK

loading, midway usa,
mike’s quality meats,
moose’s Tooth, northern
Knives, redding reloading, redwing Trading
Company, recollections,
sas alaska Custom holsters, sportsmans Warehouse, starline brass, True West magazine, and unique Tek.
manzanita Jack, sass #84584, our solicitor general, did a
great job rounding up our donations. Thanks to lasting impressions and sT machining llC for creating our awards.
The first day, mother nature smiled upon us, but we had
rain after that, not that it slowed down the shooting much. The
stages were fun and challenging enough to keep shooters on
their toes. a couple favorite stages: #3 with the gambler and
cards targets, and # 7 with the double nevada sweeps. marshal
stone took it easy on us with no poppers and only one stage
of six shotgun targets—a relief for those of us who are not
shotgun fans! We enjoyed the new stagecoach prop and other
improvements thanks to ruben ryback and The alaska Kid.
Congrats to Trooper John smith, sass #5561, for being
the only clean match shooter this year. The competition was
hot in many categories. Taino, sass #33670, was top overall
man, and lanky Jane was top overall lady.
This match, like all sass matches, relied heavily on club
volunteers. Thanks to everyone who helped with shootout
under the midnight sun. and gracias to our participants—you
can’t have a gunfight if nobody shows up!
We’re already thinking about next year’s shootout. Keep
an eye on our website at alaskaCowboyshooting.com and
come see us next summer. The first week of July is always a
good time to visit alaska, so put us on your calendar!
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BREAKOUT

BILLY THE KID’S

By Capt. Jack McQuesten, SASS #56937

Special Constable for the Lincoln County Regulators

r

Opening remarks by Tex and Capt. Jack McQuesten.

uidoso, NM. deep in the heart of “Billy the Kid” country, nestled high up in the cool pine covered mountains
of southeastern new mexico, is the home of the lincoln
County regulators’ cowboy range, appropriately named
“old lincoln.”
The range consists of five buildings that include a replica
of fort stanton, a livery stable, the lincoln County Courthouse, a saloon, and a combined building that houses the
Post office, the Bank, The mcsween store and the murphydolan store. in addition to five shooting bays, there is a
wagon, the range office, the hay Barn structure for spectators, complete with bleachers, and a log cabin “sheriff’s office.” The recent installation of three large safety walls
separates the various shooting bays and allows for members
to go down range to fix or adjust targets without shutting

VISIT

down the entire range.
July and august in this part of
the country is “monsoon season,”
and we have often received daily
showers resulting in several inches
of rainfall. This time, we were
blessed with only light sprinkles
Overall match winners
over the three-day match. There
Half A Hand Henri
were a total of 67 shooters who travand Mica McGuire.
eled from louisiana, arizona,
Texas, oklahoma, and new mexico
to join us here in ruidoso.
The shoot started off on friday
afternoon with our Wild Bunch™
match that was run by J. frank norfleet, sass #94685. We had 27
shooters compete and the overall
Overall Wild Bunch™
winner was half a hand henri,
winner Half A Hand Henri.
sass# 9727.
This was followed up by a variety of side matches that
included the “hunt for the White Buffalo,” which was large
steel buffalo set out at 300 yards. There was also a long range
rifle match (100 yards), a long range revolvers match (50
yards), and a derringer and belly gun match. doc lector,
sass #81609, ran all these. in addition to those side
matches, we also had speed rifle, speed pistol, and speed
shotgun, run by gunsmoke Cowboy, sass #84261, and a
pretty wild and challenging golf ball match that was run by
dirty Earl, sass #94084.
after a hard day of slinging lead, the shooters enjoyed a
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Mesa Rose at the banquet.

relaxing time at the “meet
& greet” cocktail party at
the newly re-modeled KBob’s restaurant.
The main match started
bright and early on saturday morning. We broke up
into four posses and commenced to shooting. The
Doc Lector running the
six stages, written by gunlong range rifle side match.
smoke Cowboy and dirty
Earl, were fun, fast and very challenging.
upon completion of these stages, the shooters got all
“gussied up” and attended a fantastic dinner at Cree meadows golf Course & restaurant. a hearty meal of Brisket,
Chicken, cowboy beans, potato salad, corn bread and cherry
cobbler was served. The meal was followed up by a great
raffle with outstanding prizes, and also a costume contest,
judged by Tex, sass# 4, who had joined us from founders
ranch. The winners of the Costume contest were yankee
Texan, sass #56796, for the ladies; and redding renegade,
sass #19873, for the men. The best dressed couple award
went to singin’ sue, sass #71615, and shanley shooter,
sass #71614.
several cowboys and cowgirls took to the dance floor for
a bit and then the winner of the dillon 650 reloader, ricardo
hernandez, was announced. dirty Earl surprised ricardo
with a phone call telling him he won and everyone in the audience got to hear his reaction. What fun! ricardo and his
wife, ashley, are new to sass and are just getting into Cowboy action shooting™, so the reloader will come in handy!
on sunday, we gathered once again to shoot the final four
VISIT

Costume contest winners Redding Renegade, Yankee Texan,
Singin’ Sue, and Shanley Shooter.

stages of the match. again, these stages were exciting and
sure put shooters to the test!
once the smoke cleared and my lovely bride, mesa rose,
sass #97338, tallied the scores, we handed out the awards.
half a hand henri was the top lady and mica mcguire,
sass #18526, was the top man.
as the echo of gunfire faded and the sound of distant
rolling thunder commenced, signaling the coming monsoon,
we bid our cowboys and cowgirls safe travels on their long
journey back home with well wishes of “Can’t wait to see
y’all on the trail again.”
There are also photos on our faceBook page:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/lincoln-County-regula
tors/204639142913546?sk=photos_stream
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SHOOTIN’OUR WAY
ACROSS AMERICA

. Maryland and Virginia ,
f

Rio Drifter, SASS #49244 and
Tennesse Tall, SASS #49245

By Tennessee Tall, SASS Life/Regulator #49245,
and Rio Drifter, SASS Life/Regulator #49244

ederal, Maryland. something new for us: The monocacy Pistol Club shoots on the
second Tuesday at 11:00 a.m.
Chuckaroo, sass #13080, said
the club allows them to shoot on
Tuesday “To keep the the old
farts out of trouble.” Worked for
us! The club is just off interstate
70 and easy to find— good directions on their website. Easy to
find-meaning rio and i didn’t
get lost on our first try. Chucka- Major B. S. Walker and
One Eyed Jane
roo is practically a one-man
show, he is Territorial governor, representing all maryland single action shooting™ clubs, and is a newly
elected hall of fame Cowboy.
The monocacy irregulars were blessed with a dedicated
score keeper, sassy Buttons and Bows, sass #16946. she

VISIT

didn’t shoot but she kept us all
moving. d. q. dave, sass
#39971; Tug hill sass #15764;
and Church Key, sass #33713,
kept us laughing with their banter
and caustic comments about the
shooters’ techniques or lack
thereof. hound dog henry was
shooting his third shoot and did an
impressive job among us old folks.
Col-o-rado, sass #68132, sustained shots across the bow with
One Eyed Jane and
grace and returned with as good as
Prairie City Slim
he got. otter Bob, sass #80430,
and Wrong Way Pensky, sass #64517, rounded out the
posse. We shot six stages using one bay, proving you don’t
have to be a big club or have fancy props to have a really
good shoot. folks, thanks for having us.

m

ontpelier, VA. This is our 40th state and begins the
countdown to meeting our goal of shooting in all
50 states. Cavalier sporting Clays was chartered in 1936
in hanover County. it has 700 members and ranges to be
proud of. on their beautifully forested grounds we found
bathhouses, electric hookups, and water in a camping
area on the banks of Cavalier lake. The facility’s Program director, henry Baskerville, provided a warm welcome and a tour of the compound, including a visit to his
office which was filled with trophies from past safaris
that he guided in africa. our shoot with the Cavalier
Cowboys was scheduled to begin Wednesday, giving us
time for a walk by the lake, drinks on the dock, a shower,
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Striker and Cockroach

and a restful evening in camp. Cowboys
on the trail never had it so good!
striker, sass # 77528, called our motley crew together at noon. he, Cockroach,
sass #26100; and major B. s. Walker,
sass #86184, acted as timer operators
for our six stages. rio and i enjoy hearing
how aliases are selected, and Prairie City
slim’s (sass #85628) story involved
loads of research. he was determined to
have a name representative of a city that
no longer existed, so he searched through
stories of the old west to find a ghost town
whose name appealed to
him. he is obviously quite
slim, so that went with the
town and Prairie City slim
was born. i was pleased to
learn that one Eyed Jane,

sass #85629, is the proud
owner of one of miss
annie’s outfits. miss annie
would be so proud that
someone was enjoying her
outfit and shooting. us old
folks miss reading miss
annie’s Chronicle articles
concerning
appropriate
women’s costumes. Even
more so, we miss miss
annie and her husband, Ten
sleep, since their passing. i
discovered that deadwood
doc russ, sass #96968,
actually is a doctor-optometrist; does that
give him an added advantage since he can
see the targets? When we complemented
major B. s. Walker (bet you can guess
how he found his alias) on his classic
cowboy attire, we found he has as much
love for costuming as miss annie did. i
knew he was hooked when he described
his summer attire, his winter outfits, his
new leather, and his festus outfit! a beautiful setting and beautifully costumed
shooters made for an enjoyable experience in our 40th state.

VISIT
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END of TRAIL

T

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP MOUNTED SHOOT 2014
By Aneeda Huginkiss, SASS #23798

Aneeda Huginkiss,
SASS #23798

he sound of thundering horses filled the air,
dust swirled through the arena and balloons
popped to the percussion of gunfire… the 2014
End of Trail mounted shoot had officially begun!
a fun-filled weekend, packed full of activities was
planned for all the mounted shooters. Those Buffalo
range riders sure know how to put on a memorable
mounted shoot! after lots of persuading, i finally
talked helda huginkiss, sass #23799, into going to
End of Trail with me. she even decided to take a
horse and shoot. Boy was i happy, because i couldn’t
go to End of Trail without my sister! We packed up
the trailer and early Thursday morning hit the asphalt
trail to new mexico and founders ranch. We were
traveling with Canyon Cowgirl, sass #31074, helza
Poppin, sass #63973, and Patina, sass #76840, Canyon
Cowgirl’s granddaughter, a new Buckarette mounted
shooter. We had so many ponies and clothes we had to
bring two trucks and trailers!
We got to founders ranch,
set up pens, got our ponies
comfy and organized our
trailers. you have to bring
lots of clothes to End of
Trail so you can be part of
all the goings on… a girl has
to be prepared for anything
you know! sierrita slim,
sass #4054, and i taught a
mounted range officer one
class Thursday afternoon to
three mounted shooters. We
went over the updated
mounted shooter handbook
and the mro1 course and i
am happy to say that all three
passed and earned their
mro1 pins! after class we
Barbary Coast, training
Calvin N. Hobbes’ horse.
had a mounted practice for
VISIT

anyone wanting to warm
their ponies up. helda and
i participated as did
Canyon Cowgirl and
Patina. helza Poppin had a
little accident with her
horse before we left and
was unable to ride yet. her
horse turned sharply and
unfortunately helza Poppin didn’t! she landed on
her left shoulder and had to
— Bam Bam and Canyon Cowgirl —
have surgery to repair the
Overall man and Lady
damage. she was out of
World Mounted Champions.
her sling (which the gals at
work blinged up for her—it sure was shiny!), but her doc
said no riding yET! she brought her horse so she could
get used to all the activity and the shooting… she’s in
training! after the warm up, we all got together for a
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Potluck dinner. (These mounted Potluck dinners are legendary—we have some really good cooks, let me tell
you!) Everyone brought a dish and a drink and we visited
and ate and visited and ate some more! i love the mounted
Potluck dinners. We always have a great time! Part of the
fun of mounted shooting is
the wonderful people you
meet and get to rub elbows
with. it’s what keeps us coming back! We all hit the hay
early so we would be in our
best form for the competition
friday! friday dawned clear
and Windy. (i know it’s
hard to believe it was windy
at founder’s ranch, haha!)
it’s always windy for End of
Trail but it was sure blowing a lot of dirt around with
Sassy Susie Q gives Quick Draw
little dust devils dancing
a try on her unicorn.
through the arena, making
the stages even more challenging! Twenty four contestants
gathered around the announcer’s booth for the shooters
meeting then we all took part in the grand Entry. i got
asked to sing the national anthem and helda carried the
american flag around the arena. after the grand Entry we
started shooting! Three stages flew by on friday, followed
by two rifle stages and the world speed stage. in between
stages Bad dog, sass #86845, and mrs. Bad dog, sass
#86851, entertained the crowd with bull whips and horse
tricks! Competition was fierce and everyone was focused
on winning the mounted World Championship! after the
smoke cleared and we were done shooting for the day, we
rode our ponies for a parade through sass Town. The
folks love to see the horses and we saw lots of friends to
wave to and visit with. There is always too much to do at
End of Trail. We hurried back to camp after the parade
and put our ponies away and went back to sass Town for
a loT of shopping and to get our prizes from the prize
drawing. helda went first and got a real nice green vest to
wear. i fished around in that big ol’ box full of prize cards
and drew out a $500.00 holster rig from mernickle holster! Wow… i couldn’t believe my luck! Thank you to all
the businesses that donate to the prize pool… it is much
appreciated! With shopping done, we headed back to camp
to get ready for the soiled dove and Parlor house madam
competitions. We were invited to dine with the famous
VISIT

Arab Angel and Canyon Cowgirl — winners of the Team Stage.

rocky meadows, sass #18501, and her new hubby at
their camp, so we threw on our best saloon girl outfits and
went to dinner! What fun that was. We met lots of new
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sass friends there… that’s what these shoots are all i however, being the demure and shy gal i am, was waving
about! after dinner we made our way back to sass Town my boa and jumping up and down, trying to get her attenand as we headed into the big tent, shotglass, sass tion. she finally said i met all the qualifications and had
#17153, stopped us and told us we had to sign up for the me come up on stage and strut my wares (boy is she
competition. i entered the Parlor house madam competi- bossy!) Then out of the audience another gal came up and
tion last year and won a beautiful derringer, so i wasn’t said she could do all those things too! (she was noT part
going to enter again this year… i wasn’t dressed for that of our skit.) We found out later that her alias is mustang
maya, sass #80931, and she’s a
competition anyway! helda, however
new mounted shooter. We can’t wait
was, so shotglass and i twisted her
to shoot with her! you could see the
arm and got her signed up! The soiled
wheels turning as helda scrambled to
dove competition was first and there
figure out what to do! she told her
were lots of cute gals in beautiful cosshe wasn’t dressed for the job. The
tumes competing. Then it was time
gal said she could be, so helda, again
for the Parlor house madam compethinking quickly, said her cribs were
tition. helda climbed the stairs to the
short and she needed girls 5 '2 " or
stage, looking nervous as a cat in a
room full of rocking chairs. she actushorter or they wouldn’t fit in the
ally hates talking in front of a crowd
beds. about that time, shotglass got
but she had a plan! she had asked the
on stage and told us we were in her
mC for help but once she got to talkterritory and invited us to exit the
ing, he couldn’t get a word in edgestage… i guess we were done! after
wise! (and she says i talk a lot!) she Buckarette Tornado Tucker, getting a little assistance. much deliberation the soiled doves
spun this most awesome story about
were chosen and helda won the Parbeing a madam from the Bent Elbow saloon in silverton lor house madam contest and a brand new Bond derringer!
Colorado. she said she rode for three days to get to End Way to go helda… we have matching derringers now.
of Trail to find some gals for her bordello, but she was What a fun evening! saturday again dawned clear but
looking for a certain kind of girl—one that could ride, breezy, not Windy, so much better for shooting, let me
shoot, sing, play guitar and rob trains. several gals in the tell you. When it’s Windy, the balloons bob up, down and
audience raised their hands for some of the qualifications. side to side and it’s hard to hit them! imagine running and
shooting while your targets bob and weave! We had three
more challenging stages we shot with more entertainment
in between complements of Bad dog and mrs. Bad dog,
then Canyon Cowgirl and i got to shoot shotgun. she had
done it in one other competition and did pretty darn good
too! (That girl is a natural, i swear!) This was my first
time. i was nervous, but was determined to survive! When
you shoot a shotgun stage, you shoot five balloons with
your pistol, holster, pull your shotgun, slide the safety off,
round the far barrel and drop your horses reins (that’s the
hard part!) let me tell you, dropping their reins is
sCary, because the horses speed up a loT and you have
to have both hands on the shotgun! you aim at two balloons in a group and pull the first trigger, then aim at the
second group of three balloons and pull the second trigger.
hopefully you hit them all, your horse runs straight and
you can pick up your reins and stop before you run out of
(Continued on next page)
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arena… that’s the plan anyway! Canyon Cowgirl did reins and we were off like a shot again! i got the first two
great… i think she missed two balloons in both her runs. i balloons when my horse decided to exit right! i opted to
however had a bit more difficulty with my runs. (did i abandon the last three balloons and grab the reins as we
mention that i’m blonde?) When i dropped my reins, my were headed right VEry quickly. i got my horse stopped
horse rocketed to mach4, much to my surprise! i was try- in time… phew! all in all, not bad for the first time shooting shotgun! i lived to tell about it.
ing to rate him but he wasn’t slowing
and yes, if you’re wondering, i am
down. i missed the first two balloons
gonna do it again… it was fun, fun,
(probably because i didn’t even aim)!
fun! We had a fast draw competii did manage to aimat and hit the
tion after the shotgun stages. We tried
next three balloons, gather my reins
to get the sass shooters out of the auand stop before the end of the
dience to come play with us but no
arena… whooooo… i liVEd! That
one would! (i think they were scared!)
was the good news, the bad news was
so all of us mounted shooters signed
i had to do it again on another stage.
up to see whom the fastest gun in
so i reloaded and tried again. i was
mounted sass Town was! let me exready for the roCKET mode when i
plain how you play this game. you
dropped the reins this time! i got my
have holsters on, you get one gun
first five balloons popped and
Front Row Joe makes Mounted Shooting look easy!
(Continued on page 56)
rounded the far barrel, dropped the

Now for the Good Stuff
The Winners of the 2014 END of TRAIL
World Championship Mounted Shoot

Overall Lady Mounted Shooter: Canyon Cowgirl, sass
#31074; overall man mounted shooter: Bam Bam,
sass #86267; reserve lady mounted shooter:
Canyon Cowgirl (she rode two horses!); reserve man
mounted shooter: Calvin n. hobbes, sass #17218.
Men’s 2: 1st – front row Joe, sass #94312; 2nd –
stuttering Wayne, sass #71602.
Men’s 4: 1st – Bad dog, sass #86845; 2nd – Bad dog
(he rode two horses too!).
Men’s 6: 1st – Bam Bam.

Senior Men’s 1: 1st – Pistola Pete, sass #92145; 2nd –
sunset Kit Karson, sass #90431.
Senior Men’s 4: 1st – Chili Cowboy, sass #59663.
Senior Men’s 5: 1st – Calvin n. hobbes, 2nd – Calvin
n. hobbes two horses, remember?!)
Ladies 1: 1st – rock n robin, sass #70046; 2nd –
Wild Kat Karson, sass #90430; 3rd – arab angel,
sass #84142.
Ladies 2: 1st – mrs. Bad dog, sass #86851, 2nd – mrs.
Bad dog (yup you guessed it, she rode 2 horses!).
VISIT

Senior Ladies 1: 1st – icelady, sass #71603.
Senior Ladies 2: 1st – sassy susie q, sass #59662.
Senior Ladies 3: 1st – helda huginkiss, sass #23799;
2nd – Barbary Coast, sass #21965.
Senior Ladies 4: 1st – Canyon Cowgirl 2nd – Canyon
Cowgirl (you know why by now!); 3rd – aneeda
huginkiss, sass #23798.

Buckerettes: 1st – Patina, sass #76840;
2nd – Tornado Tucker, sass #100,747.

Rifle: 1st – Bad dog; 2nd – Calvin n. hobbes;
3rd – stuttering Wayne
Shotgun: 1st – Bad dog; 2nd – Canyon Cowgirl; 3rd –
stuttering Wayne; 4th – front row Joe; 5th – aneeda
huginkiss; 6th – Wild Kat Karson.

Extreme Team: 1st – arab angel and Canyon Cowgirl;
2nd – Pistola Pete and helda huginkiss; 3rd – stuttering Wayne and aneeda huginkiss; 4th – Wild Kat Karson and Chili Cowboy.
Fast Draw: overall, aneeda huginkiss

There you have it… the winners listed for all to see! Congratulations to everyone who won and to everyone who shot!
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loaded with blanks in the holster, you cross the timer line,
draw the gun, shoot five balloons, holster the gun and cross
the timer line. sounds interesting huh, but wait… that
would be way too easy, so we made everyone ride a stick
horse, or if they didn’t want to ride a horse, they could ride
a giraffe or a unicorn or a reindeer and they got two chances
at the fastest time! i was just helping, but got talked into
competing. The hardest part of this whole thing is remembering to holster your gun before crossing back over the
timer line… if you don’t, you get a 99.999 second time.
When the smoke cleared, i had the fastest time of the
women and Pistol roberson, sass #84143, was the fastest
man so we had a shoot off… and i won! (i know it was because of that fast reindeer i was riding, he was an awesome
mount… he even moved and sang!) We thought we were
done but we forgot to let Pistola Pete, sass #92149, have
his second turn, so it was decided by someone (i will find
out who!) that i had to have a shoot off with him. i beat him
too! Woohoo… i couldn’t believe it! usually i sliphammer!
i was named fastest shooter
in the quickdraw Competition! after the quickdraw
Competition it was time for
the famous Extreme Team
stage. if you haven’t seen
one of these you are really
missing out. We have to maneuver
obstacles
like
bridges, jumps and cactus
with a partner carrying a
gold bag that we have to
hand off between the two!
fastest times win. We were
all told who we would partner with at the arena; shooters with the fastest times are
paired with shooters with
slower times to make it fair.
helda drew Pistola Pete;
Canyon Cowgirl was paired
with arab angel, sass
#84142; Wild Kat Karson,
sass #90430, drew Chili
Cowboy, sass #59663; and
i got to shoot with stuttering
Wayne, sass #71602! We
VISIT

walked the pattern to make sure we knew it. one person
runs it one way and the other person has to run it backwards! helda and Pistola Pete had the fastest time till arab
angel and Canyon Cowgirl maneuvered the course of fire…
they were fasT! Canyon Cowgirl got lost by the last cactus
but we all helped with directions (we all screamed at her
from outside the arena, of course)! stuttering Wayne and i
were having a great run
until his horse, Blair, decided to take a long detour
around the barrel. he did
not want to make a circle
around that darn barrel!
Wayne finally persuaded
him (i think he mentioned
something about alpo…
that usually works!) and
(Continued on next page)
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we finished a respectable third! The Extreme Team stage is
fast paced, fun, and the perfect finish to a wonderful
match. With several hours before the mounted shooters met
at the Pizza Barn in Edgewood for dinner we did a little
more shopping in sass Town (you can never shop too
much!) then went back to camp and showered. We were
pretty dirty. so dirty, in fact, that Canyon Cowgirl asked me
what happened to my face and i said “dirT!” it sure felt
good to get cleaned up.
after some wonderful pizza with our mounted friends,
we got dressed up for Karaoke night in town. We were
gonna break out the ball gowns, but decided to dress cowgirl in vests and pants. it was quicker and cooler… and
easier to dance in! i got to sing three songs. Judge roy
Bean wanted me to sing “Walkin’ after midnight,” one of
his favorites, so i did; then i sang “redneck Woman” and
got helda to help me with “Back in the saddle” (not the
“Back in the saddle” you’re thinking of!) it’s a little
naughty and got everyone laughing! We sang, danced, and
visited with lots of folks we knew and we stayed for the
gun drawings but alas, we weren’t lucky and didn’t win
one. But Pistol roberson won the last one of the night, that
lucky guy! oh well there’s always next year! sunday
morning we were up early, breaking camp and getting
VISIT

ready to head home. The Buffalo range riders fed us a
yummy breakfast to send us on our way, a new addition to
End of Trail that we liked a lot! We were sad to go, but
know that next year’s End of Trail isn’t that far off. We
said our goodbyes and headed north to Colorado and
home. you can bet we will be back next year to play at
End of Trail. if you missed it this year, be sure to put it
on your calendar for next year, it’s one shoot you don’t
want to miss! god willing and the creek don’t rise, we’ll
see you there! XXXooo aneeda huginkiss
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CATCHING UP
THE HAT IN THE MUSEUM

By Captain George Baylor, SASS Life/Regulator #24287

ou’ve seen the John ford Cavalry Trilogy, of course,
Fort Apache, 1948; She Wore A Yellow Ribbon, 1949;
and Rio Grande, 1950. one of the many things they had in
common was the u. s. Cavalry troopers wore white hats.
But, being sass members, you’ve studied nineteenth
century clothing to the point you can’t watch any old western movies anymore, and you know that during the postCivil War period the issued campaign hat was black. in
1872, the contract for the hat was filled with wool hats.
They were wildly unpopular with the troops because the
first time it rained, they collapsed. Wool is great for a hat
you wear only to parties, but not good for actually living
on horseback in all kinds of weather. in 1881 the uniform
regulations changed, and the black hats were replaced with
tan campaign hats that were fur felt.
But white hats looked good on film. John ford wasn’t
in the re-enacting business. he was in the business of entertaining moviegoers. if he had cared about authenticity,
John Wayne would not have used a Winchester 92 in The
Searchers, set just after the Civil War, and monument Valley wouldn’t be in any of his movies. a lot of uniform and

Same concept,
privately purchased
officer’s hat, from
D Bar J Hats.
Insignia and
officer’s acorn braid
from Coon Creek Old West.

Hat on display at the
National Cowboy and
Western Heritage Museum
in Oklahoma City.
It is described as a
“privately purchased”
officer’s hat.

other costume details weren’t important. Budget and profitability were. “Rio Grande was shot in just 32 days, with
only 352 takes from 335 camera setups, and it was a solid
success, grossing $2.25 million in its first year.”
(Wikipedia)
so wearing a white campaign hat in a sass indian
Wars uniform costume is wrong, right? Well, maybe not.
There’s a hat at the national Cowboy and Western heritage
museum in oklahoma City. it’s “Bone” according to david
Johnson at d Bar J hat Company (www.dbarjhat.com).
When you’re going through the museum, seeing it will stop
you in your tracks. it’s on a mannequin wearing a cavalry
captain’s field uniform. it is captioned as being “privately
purchased.” officers wanted to be recognized by their
troops from a distance and were paid enough to afford good
stuff. This is clearly a quality hat.
it also means, if you want to dress as an indian Wars
soldier of the Custer era, you don’t have to wear a black
hat. it’s safe to assume that if there was one, there were

(Continued on next page)
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everyone in uniform wear rank on his
more. Black hats are hot if you live and
shirt at sass matches? isn’t that
shoot in the desert… or most of the west
“wrong?” Well, not necessarily. despite
for that matter. The museum hat has a junthe regulations, there are photos of solior officer acorn hat braid over a grosgrain
diers with the rank on their shirts. local
ribbon, and it has metal cavalry sabers on
commanders might have made althe front of the crown with “6” on top and
lowances for the climate. They might
“d” on bottom. That means the captain
have been saving the expensive and hard
was in the 6th cavalry and assigned to d
to replace fatigue blouses for dressier ocTroop. normally officers didn’t have their
casions. so, if you want fellow sass
company on their hats because that could
shooters to know you’re a colonel or a
change. They were assigned to the regifirst sergeant, put the appropriate rank on
ment, and the commanding officer asthe sleeves (enlisted) or shoulders (offisigned them to various companies as
cers). or you can leave off the rank.
needed. Except for a hole in the crown the
Mernickle’s Wild Buttstock Covers
hat is in remarkably good condition.
Since I put these on I have
no trouble finding my guns
at End of Trail i try to visit all of
i gave the photo to david Johnson at
on a crowded loading table.
the vendors and ask them “what do you
Winter range, along with 10th Cavalry
sabers and a gold and black acorn hatband from Coon Creek have that’s new and different that i can write about?” Then
old West (http://www.cooncreekoldwest.com), i had de- i write about the ones who tell me something worth writing
(Continued on page 60)
cided i wanted a field uniform to match the 10th Cavalry
dress uniform i wear to evening costume contests.
Campaign hats, like most hats out west, could have had
several different blockings. a single crease in the middle,
with or without finger dents was common, as was the telescope crease with pinch in front. Brims started out
straight, but almost any form of curling can probably be
found in photos of troops of the era. if you wore one on an
expedition for 90 days when you got back to fort home it
probably didn’t look like it did new.
as usual david did a super job. The hat fits. This is important. it’s windy in new mexico in the summer. david
has my “virtual” head in one of his antique machines, and
the hats arrive fitting perfectly. it stays on, and it’s comfortable. it’s also of 100% beaver, quite thick and stiff, so
it’s holding its shape well. i get the feeling i could wear it
on a long campaign in indian country and it would look
good when we returned.
another thing you see in sass indian Wars army uniforms that is “wrong” is the wearing of rank on the blue shirts.
The shirt was worn under the “fatigue Blouse,” which
was the coat with one row of buttons and a fold down collar. This was 20-ounce wool (though officers, who bought
their own uniforms, could and did have them made in
higher quality 16- ounce wool) and considered too hot to
wear by most sass shooters. The rank was worn on the
coat, not the shirt. so wearing the shirt with no rank on it
is correct according to the regulations. Then why does
VISIT
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about. Bob mernickle (mernickle Custom holsters,
(www.mernickleholsters.com) always has something new
and interesting. This year he had several things, some of
which were too early in development for me to test and
write about. But out front was a display board of buttstock
covers that jumped out at me and slapped me across the
face. Bob makes a design of buttstock cover that, with two
sizes, fit virtually all sass long guns. They don’t have to

Evil Roy’s signature
on a very fancy
buttstock cover.

The new, fancy buttstock cover
designs at Mernickle Holsters.
The “Fancy” side can be
on either side.

be custom made for each model long gun. But until recently they all looked alike. They’re also very popular, so
finding your gun at the loading table became a little dicey
at times.
on the other hand, if you have a rifle with bright red
or turquoise and a shotgun in fuchsia, odds are the guy
next to you won’t pick up your rifle by mistake. Customers told Bob they wanted something more distinctive.
he handed me three to use for this article. i installed
them on three Wild Bunch™ long guns. They were a hit
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The buttstock cover display at Mernickle Holsters at END of TRAIL.

at every match i’ve attended since then. i only know
fuchsia because a nice lady told me. guys only see in
primary colors.
in addition to the wild colors, he has some with custom tooling. if you have a mernickle Evil roy holster
rig, it has distinctive star Conchos. if you have a quick
Cal rig, it has sterling silver diamonds on the holsters.
now you can match these. you can also get your alias
on it, or fancy tooling. The fancy side can be the left or
the right side. so now they range from “all the same” to
“what would you like?”
Eagle Kirinite Grips
While talking with my old friend raj at Eagle grips
(https://eaglegrips.com), i mentioned Bob’s colorful
buttstock covers. immediately he said, “i have something that will go perfectly with that.” The answer was
Kirinite™ grips. in addition to the red ones shown, it
is available in several more colors. What is Kirinite™?
it is a high grade acrylic material, both dazzling and
virtually indestructible, not an inferior plastic or
molded material. no acrylic is exactly like it, Kirinite™ must be cut, shaped, and polished. The more it
is polished, the more it grabs and bonds to the hand. it
looks slippery, but it isn’t.
like everything from Eagle grips, they are well
made and finished and fit perfectly. if you want your
Wild Bunch™ gun to be noticed, these should do it.
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Eagle Kirinite™ grips, available in several colors.

Frankford Arsenal Media Transfer Magnet
for Stainless Steel Media
in my recent test of midway usa’s (www.midwayusa.com) frankford arsenal Platinum series rotary
Case Tumbler, i mentioned that their media Transfer
magnet (Product #: 375973) had not arrived. it did, finally, and it works exceptionally well. i said then, don’t
get the tumbler without the magnet. i still do. several
users of rotary tumblers/stainless media have recom-

The Frankford Arsenal Media
Transfer Magnet picks up media
from the water used to clean
the last batch of brass.

mended original lemishine as a brass
cleaner/polish. it’s available at Walmart. i have
tried it, and it, too, works
remarkably well. a couple of teaspoons are
added to a full tumbler
of water. Brass comes
out bright and shiny and
stays that way. using a
rotary tumbler and stainless media results in An additive to get your brass cleaner
cleaner, shinier brass
and shinier in your rotary tumbler
that you can get (cheaply) from
with less lead exposure
Walmart, and it works well.
than vibratory tumblers
and dry media. This is especially true if you want clean,
like new brass after shooting black powder.

Then the media is returned
to the tumbler for reuse.
Pull the release handle,
and the media falls off.
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TIBURCIO LAST CALIFORNIA BANDITO
VASQUEZ
By Col. Richard Dodge, SASS #1750 Life

t about 7:00 p.m. on a warm evening of august 26,
1873, young d. f. mcPhail was returning to his
home in Tres Pinos from hollister in san Benito County,
California. as he walked home from the stage, he was approached by three mounted mexicans, one on a fine pale
palomino, so pale as to appear almost white. The rider
hailed the young man, asking the time. mcPhail pulled
out his fine gold watch to comply. as he glanced down to
read the time, he failed to see one of the riders start to
dismount, only to be stayed by a gesture from the man on
the pale horse. The three men thanked mePhail and continued on toward snyder’s store. mcPhail blissfully continued home, unaware of how closely he came to being
involved in one of nineteenth Century California’s most
heinous crimes.
san Benito County is one of California’s poorest, landlocked with much of its area taken by the mountains of
California’s Coast range. Pinnacles national Park, the
nation’s newest, is located in the most rugged peaks and
is a challenge for the most experienced hiker. The rich
soils like those of California’s great inland valley are
sadly lacking.
The charming little town of san Juan Bautista, with its
lovely mission perched defiantly on the very edge of the

Vasquez Rocks

i

san andreas fault, beckons
with promise of a peaceful,
even bucolic lifestyle. Even
nearby hollister, the county
seat, seems quiet.
But bucolic san Benito’s
history tells frightening
tales of banditos, killings,
rustlers, hangings, and outTiburcio Vasquez
lawry that lasted far longer
than in much of the rest of the golden state.
it is always interesting to note how the peaceful and
fun-loving Californios responded to the rude intrusions
of the hated norteamericanos. a genteel life style two
generations old had been destroyed by uncouth immigrants who had, by hook or by crook, taken their land,
their heritage, their wealth— everything. True, many of
the Californios’ social leaders had seen the future and had
indeed become leading citizens of the new state, but anger
burned hotly in the breasts of many who refused to go
quietly into the new order with its injustices, corruption,
and discrimination against the “grim old spaniards.”
many of those who chose to resist the gringos are
burned into California’s history: Joaquin murrieta, Juan
flores, solomon Pico, anastacio garcia, and Tiburcio
Vasquez. most of them were most active during the early
1850s, when gringo law was new and communication was
only as fast as the fastest horse. so was transportation, a
serious issue in California’s vastness. Even while showing
a cooperative face to the gringos, the Californios secretly
wished these sons of the old order godspeed and provided
shelter, provisions, horses and information. of all these
bearers of Californio pride and lost dreams, only one,
Tiburcio Vasquez, managed to continue his depredations
the length and breadth of California well into the days of
the railroad and telegraph and of organized law enforcement.
Vasquez was born in monterey in 1839 and was raised
in the time-honored traditions of the old Californios. he
(Continued on next page)
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was a well-built, handsome man, fluent in both spanish
and English, a superb horseman—as most Californios
were—and he cut a fine figure at a fandango. he had a
weakness for the fairer sex, as they did for him, and he
seemed to care little of their married state, which was to
become the eventual cause of his downfall. he was one
of those Californios who took great offense at the behavior of the hated gringos and became obsessed with the
hopeless cause of returning control of California to its
rightful rulers, right up to the end.
as a brash youth of 14, when the influx of gringos was
at its height, Vasquez fell into the influence of one
anastacio garcia, one of the most dangerous and belligerent of the Californio banditos. garcia killed monterey
Constable William hardmount in a fight at a fandango.
Vasquez was present and was accused of being part of the
fight; though he claimed innocence, he feared arrest and
fled. it wasn’t long before the two were involved in the
murderous monterey County Toach-Belcher feud, resulting in garcia being lynched in the jail in 1857. By then,
Vasquez was also rustling horses. Captured by a sheriff’s
posse near newhall, he was sentenced to san quentin for
the next five years. Ever the rebel, he participated in four
unsuccessful prison breaks that resulted in a score of convicts’ deaths.
after his release in 1862 and a half-hearted attempt to
go straight, he returned to his old ways and once again
was captured—for burglary this time—and sentenced for
three more years, not a free man until 1865.
By 1870, Vasquez, now a hardened and angry man,
formed the beginnings of what would be a most fearsome
gang. The notorious Juan soto and Procopio Bustamante
were prominent members. in a raid, he was shot and seriously wounded by santa Cruz police officer robert liddell,
but escaped and was nursed back to health by his sisters.
he gained statewide notoriety and condemnation when
he led his gang to the small town of Tres Pinos. Today the
town is called Paicines due to an underhanded act by the
railroad that switched the names of the two towns to
shorten its contracted route. There is nothing there except
a few farmhouses and a packing shed and it is the gateway
to Pinnacles national Park. in 1873, as Tres Pinos, there
were stores and businesses there, including snyder’s store.
on that fateful day, two of the gang entered Tres Pinos
first, dismounted and entered the store, engaging the clerk
in conversation. shortly five more arrived, including
Vasquez, who had just spared the fortunate mcPhail. Two
entered the store and commenced the robbery, tying employees and customers, rummaging through the supplies,

LITTLE KNOWN
FAMOUS PEOPLE
Way Out West –
By Joe Fasthorse, SASS #48769

a

Little Archie Clement

Joe Fasthorse,
SASS #48769

rchibald “little archie” Clement was born in missouri
in 1846. he joined Bloody Bill anderson’s Confederate
guerillas in 1861 and quickly took a leading role in the
gang’s military operations, becoming a lieutenant at the age
of 17. although he stood just five feet tall, little archie
feared nothing and was an expert pistol shot with either hand.
he participated in the
lawrence, Kansas raid
where the raiders killed
more than 100 men
and burned down the
town. he was also
present at the Centralia, missouri massacre
and helped kill 23 unarmed union soldiers
in cold blood. When
union forces killed
“Bloody Bill” in
october, 1864,
little
archie
took command.
When the War Between the states
ended, Clements joined the group of
renegades that would later become the James-younger gang.
in february 1866, little archie led the outlaws in the first
u.s. daylight bank robbery at liberty, missouri, killing an
innocent 14-year-old boy. in october of that year, the daring
desperadoes robbed another bank at lexington, missouri.
archibald “little archie” Clements was killed in the firefight
that ensured when the missouri state militia ambushed the
bandit band at lexington in december 1866. he is buried in
Wellington, missouri.

(Continued on page 64)
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taking what cash they could find and any goods that
suited their fancy.
Vasquez remained outside with two men as lookouts
and proceeded to elevate himself into the upper class of
criminal notoriety. The first to fall victim was a Portuguese sheepherder named martin. as the man approached the store, Vasquez ordered him to stop. speaking
neither English nor spanish, poor martin ignored the command and received a revolver ball in the mouth. falling
backward, he struggled to stand and was finished with a
shot to the neck from Vasquez’ remington.
Teamster george redford was next. Tending his team
across the street with his back to the store, redford was
unaware of the shooting; he was stone deaf. Vasquez approached him and ordered him to lie down. finally realizing the danger, the teamster started to run to the nearby
stable. Vasquez’ remington spoke again and the unfortunate redford fell facedown, a lead ball through his heart
from behind.
a mr. scherrer, a blacksmith, was on the street next to
the store when the shooting started. he turned and ran to
the davidson’s house next door, calling to them to close
the door. as mr. davidson moved to close the door and
lock it, Vasquez fired again through the door, hitting
davidson in the heart. he fell dead into his wife’s arms
and they both slumped to the floor.
The gang proceeded to rob the store at their leisure,
then took nine horses from the stable, including a fine
four-horse team belonging to redford’s employer, and
rode leisurely out of town leaving the stricken community
to its grief. snyder was so unnerved that he shortly thereafter sold his business and moved to santa ana in today’s
orange County.
Though he had spread his outlaw trade far and wide for
so many years, the Tres Pinos robbery raised the public
ire to outrage. Vasquez decided that northern California
was too hot for his taste and moved his operations to los
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angeles where he was to encounter his most determined
foe, los angeles County sheriff William rowland.
The gang took advantage of their many contacts and
friends in the old Californio community and set up camps
and hide-outs in several locations, including in a rock formation in southern antelope Valley east of present day
santa Clarita known to this day as Vasquez rocks and
robbers’ roost. There were others in Big Tujunga
Canyon and lake Elizabeth. They fostered a community
of supporters throughout the area who, either out of empathy or fear, ensured ample supplies of shelter, food, and
horses to the banditos.
from here the gang proceeded to terrorize the ranches
and towns of los angeles County and northward all the
way to fresno County. rewards began to appear for
Vasquez’ capture, finally reaching the enormous sum of
$8,000 alive and $6,000 dead.
sheriff’s posses from alameda County in the north to
san diego in the south scoured the countryside for the
gang, frustrated by the gang’s mobility and unpredictable
behavior. operating in small groups of two to five men,
the gang sacked towns and robbed stagecoaches and travelers; more than a hundred robberies and atrocities were
attributed to them. Time after time, the gang escaped into
the countryside, more than once barely avoiding capture.
finally Vasquez made a fatal mistake. his fondness for
the gentle sex was to prove his undoing. he literally stole
a willing damsel from her husband, whisking her away to
a life of romantic adventure and abandoning her when it
became inconvenient to keep her. The lady was saved by a
passing norteamericano and she was only too eager to aid
in Vasquez’ capture (at least, that is one story of Vasquez’
capture—there are others). he was hiding in the home of
“greek george” Caralambo, which was located in what is
now present-day West hollywood near melrose Place.
The information was immediately forwarded to los
angeles County sheriff William rowland. rowland was
a careful man, determined to make good on this opportunity to take Vasquez. he patiently gathered information
and on the morning of may 15, 1874 sent a posse to greek
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george’s adobe under the command of under sheriff albert Johnson. six good men were deputized and even a
correspondent for the San Francisco Chronicle was included to record the event. They arrived at a ridge above
the adobe at about 4:00 a.m. in fog so thick that visibility
was almost zero, forcing them to wait for the fog to clear.
When they could finally see the, two saddled horses
were observed outside the house, one of them answering
the description of a speedy mount ridden by Vasquez in
more than one of his escapes. While discussing how to
best approach the house, a lumber wagon passed by on
the road, an ideal solution. The posse stopped the driver
and under threat of death ordered him to drive his team
along a road that passed near the back of the house. Thus,
the entire posse was in position around the hideout without alarm.
The door was kicked in and there sat Vasquez at breakfast. Ever defiant, Vasquez dove through a nearby window
in an attempt to reach his horse. gunfire erupted and a
rifle ball in the shoulder and a shotgun blast in the side
struck his body. The bandito was down, captured at last,
bleeding from his wounds and thought to be dying.
hastily, a wagon was commandeered from a nearby home
and Vasquez was transported to los angeles, where it was
discovered his wounds were only superficial. he would
live to stand trial.
Women flocked to Vasquez’ cell, bearing all manner of
gifts of food and drink and affection, his reputation for
gallantry still with him. Tears were shed by dark-eyed
senoritas and senoras, both married and single, as they
bade farewell to their doomed gallant.
nine days later, Vasquez was transported under heavy
guard to monterey, where once again the jail was a gathering place for skirted admirers bearing gifts and tears.
Vasquez defended his actions to the court: “A spirit of
hatred and revenge took possession of me. I had numerous
fights in defense of what I believed to be my rights and
those of my countrymen. I believed we were unjustly deprived of the social rights that belonged to us.”
nevertheless, the trial was convened in san Jose and on
march 19, 1875 Vasquez was predictably found guilty of
murder and numerous other crimes, and condemned to death.
asked just before his execution, “do you believe in an
afterlife?” he replied, “i hope so… for then soon i shall
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see all my old sweethearts again.” on the gallows, his
one word was pronto—“quick.” he was 39 years old and
had terrorized California for almost a quarter century.
Even today, Tiburcio Vásquez remains controversial.
seen as a hero by some mexican-americans for his defiance of what he viewed as unjust laws and discrimination,
others regard him simply as a colorful outlaw. To this day,
many people—primarily mexican-americans—continue
to visit and pay respects to Vásquez’ grave in santa Clara
mission Cemetery in santa Clara, California. a recent attempt to name a school for Vasquez was met with emotional support and resistance by citizens of san Benito
and monterey Counties.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Texas aggie howdy from College station,Texas! my name
is Cassie mohkami, aka hopalong Cassie, sass #81945. my brother-in-law, george stokes,
aka shot shell, sass #79405, and my sister, shelia stokes, aka shell Belle, sass #79406, were
the ones who introduced me to the great sport of Cowboy action shooting™. i started out shooting with the Thunder river renegades in magnolia, TX in 2009. soon afterwards i joined the
old fort Parker Patriots in groesbeck, TX and the oakwood outlaws in oakwood, TX.
i am proud to say that i am a member of the fightin’ Texas aggie Class of 2018. starting in
september, i will be pursuing a degree in geophysics. my long-term aspiration is to graduate
from Texas a&m university-College station with a master’s degree in geophysics so i can
work as a geophysicist for a leading oil/gas company such as Exxon mobil.
i have been blessed with the most wonderful support system along the way. my family, friends,
and teachers/counselors have helped guide me to success. They have taught me life lessons and
skills i will use the rest of my life. my loving sister, shelia, has been a highly influential person
in my life. she has stood by my side through anything and everything. she has been my mentor,
best friend, and #1 fan. Without her endless direction and encouragement, i would have never
developed into the strong individual i am today.
When i began shooting in 2009, i soon realized that not only had i joined one of the best sports in the world, but i had also
become part of a family. my shooting family has been there for me since before i fired my first shot. as they have watched me
grow up, they have been there to protect and support me. Thank you so much, you crazy bunch of outlaws!!!! also, a big thank
you to all that have supported the sass scholarship fund. Without your help and donations, this award would not be available.
i am honored to have received one of this year’s scholarships. The financial burden of pursuing higher education is lessened
on my family and me by your confidence in my future. i am humbled by the recognition, and hope to represent sass and the
Cowboy Way to the best of my abilities.

The Foundation for American Society
T

By Hopalong Cassie, SASS #81945

Edited and Adapted by Justice Lily Kate, SASS #1000

wo hundred years ago, our founding fathers gathered
to construct the Constitution to secure the american
heritage, guarantee rights among its people, and protect
them from the injustices and tyranny they had suffered.
Within this Constitution lies the Bill of rights that guarantees the people of this great nation certain inalienable
rights. The second of these god given rights reads, “a
well-regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a
free state, the rights of the people to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.” (US Const. Am. 2) our founders
VISIT

meant these things to be god given to the people, not government given. They were absolutes, not to be reinterpreted or changed to fit the government of the time. The
second amendment is the reason that we are a nation at
all. Without the people arming themselves and standing for
their beliefs and ideals, we would have never been able to
create this great nation of ours. The second amendment
is important to modern society in that it allows us to protect
ourselves from tyrannical governments both foreign and
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domestic, as well as keep violent crime rates down.
The second amendment aids in the defense against
government tyranny both foreign and domestic. as stated
by Thomas Jefferson, “When governments fear the people,
there is liberty. When the people fear the government, there
is tyranny. The strongest reason for people to retain the
right to keep and bear arms is, as a last resort, to protect
themselves against tyranny in government.” (Jefferson,
Monitcello.org) The people of the united states of america prefer not to use arms as a first choice when resolving
conflicts, but should not be hesitant to stand up for their
independence and fight against foreign invasion. This is
true for foreign evils looking to usurp our government
through invasion of our mainland. if it hadn’t been for the
well-armed citizenry during World War ii, the american
identity would have been shifted drastically. Just after the
tragic bombing of Pearl harbor, isoroku yamamoto, Commander-in-Chief of the imperial Japanese navy during
World War ii said, “you cannot invade the mainland
united states. There would be a man with a rifle behind
every blade of grass.” (Yamamoto, famousquotes.com)
had it not been for the widespread knowledge of the
well-armed citizenry, we could have suffered a mainland
invasion during WWii, and who knows what society
would be like today. The people cannot fully depend on
the government for safety. in other words, americans
should feel the responsibility to hold down their soil, and
do so with the right to bear arms. By thinking the government will intervene and amend conditions, not only do
american’s run the risk of being overrun by foreign government, but also their very own domestic power as well.
likewise, the second amendment allows for the people
to eradicate an unjust government that has manipulated
the power given by the general public.
Corruption is already beginning to take place in today’s
government, according to an nBC news article, “american military drone strikes, three men… all killed in the
fall of 2011… were u.s. citizens.” (Rafferty US News)
The President’s new ability to decide on additional targets
to place on the “kill list” is unlawful, due to the fact that
with this there is no due process that has to be followed.
Currently u.s citizens are now at risk of being killed at
the expense of decisions made unjustly by the President.
Whether this be protecting against foreign intrusion or
VISIT
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keeping the american government from abusing their
power, the people have the individual liberty of the second amendment to make their voices heard.
individuals’ right to possess firearms reduces violent
crime. as described by harry Browne, “The police can’t
stop an intruder, mugger, or stalker from hurting you. They
can pursue him only after he has hurt or killed you. Protecting yourself from harm is your responsibility, and you
are far less likely to be hurt in a neighborhood of gun owners than in one of disarmed citizens – even if you don’t
own a gun yourself.” (Brown, Libertarianquotes.com) The
second amendment facilitates the right to self-defense
and is not only a private and personal benefit, but is also
a right to the defense of the community as well. People
with wrong intentions are less emboldened, and less likely
to commit crimes if their possible targets own firearms. it
has been proved that in areas where an individual’s rights
to possess firearms is restricted, there is a higher rate of
violent crimes.
according to a harvard study, “nations with stringent
anti-gun laws generally have substantially higher murder
rates than those that do not.” (American Civil Rights
Union) restricting civilians from the right to defend
themselves, makes them easier prey for criminals. The
second amendment does not affect whether or not convicts own guns. as long as there are evil intentions, there
will be evil occurrences in society. There have been
countless situations where the second amendment saved
somebody’s life during a home invasion. suzanna hupp
is a perfect example of how an ordinary citizen lost the
lives of her family members because of gun restrictions.
a man crashed his truck into a luby’s in Kileen, TX in
1991, systematically executing 23 people, including both
of her parents, and wounding 20 others. ms. hupp had a
perfect opportunity to use a concealed weapon on the
shooter, to end the madness and save countless victims,
including her parents. unfortunately, at the time in Texas,
concealed carry was illegal, and her firearm was locked
in her car. instead of blaming guns for what happened to
her parents, ms. hupp said, “i was mad as heck at my
legislators because i honestly believed that they legislated me out of the right to protect myself and my family,
and i would much rather be sitting in jail right now with
a felony offense on my head and have my parents alive
to know their grandchildren.” Through her tireless work
to protect the second amendment, countless people now
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. YURUSAREZARU MONO .
By Zebulon Vitruvius Pike, SASS #96944

he 1954 epic Japanese samurai film The Seven Samurai was remade into the american western film The
Magnificent Seven in 1960, beginning a long and mostly
high-quality series of cross-genre appreciations. The latest
of these is Yurusarezaru Mono, director sang-il lee’s 2013
reinterpretation of Clint Eastwood’s 1992 academy award
winning Unforgiven.
in 1868, the Japanese emperor was restored to the
throne, deposing the shogun yoshinobu Tokugawa whose
family had ruled Japan as hereditary dictators for some
250 years. shogunate samurai, defeated on the battlefield
and stripped of their lands and traditional power, fled to
the northern island of hokkaido hoping to form an american-style republic of their own. The rebellion was eventually to be harshly put down. (see the first part of the
2003 film, The Last Samurai). Yurusarezaru Mono, begins
in the winter snows of hokkaido 1869 with Jubei Kamata
(Ken Watanabe, Letters from Iwo Jima; Godzilla) being
hunted down by imperial bounty hunters.
if you’ve seen Clint Eastwood’s original, you know the
rest. The story advances to 11 years later where Jubei is a
widower and failed farmer. his old friend King Baba
(akira Emoto, The Blind Swordsman: Zatoichi) finds him

Bringing a gun to a swordfight.

and asks him to join in a bounty killing job to avenge a
cut-up prostitute. They pick up schofield Kid, goro
sawada (yûya yagira), along the way. The bounties are
killed. King Baba is captured and killed by town sheriff
ichizo oichi (Kôichi satô, Samurai Western Django).
Jubei returns and takes revenge. roll credits.
it would be easy to dismiss this film as a scene-for-scene
remake, or at best, homage to a classic. But just like Yojimbo
and A Fist Full of Dollars, they are the same story, the one a
retelling of the other, but they are also very different films
when taken in context. in the opening scene, the hunter’s Western clothes and springfield rifles establish this movie as much
in the american Western genre as in the Japanese jidaigeki period drama. The broad, open expanses of the filming locations
in hokkaido again make this seem a much more Western film.
Jubei’s survival against the bounty hunters’ overwhelm(Continued on next page)
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government claimed their lands and their culture was outlawed. What little good “Jubei the Killer” does in the
course of the film is attributable to the influence of the
plight of the ainu on the story.
Both the samurai film and the western employ traditional combat tropes. The swiftly drawn sword and flowing
slices, the fast draw pistol and shooting from the hip. Eastwood’s film tried to dispense with this somewhat but the
final fight in Yurusarezaru Mono is even more brutal and
inelegant. Jubei, with his rusted sword, is no warrior, cer-

(Continued from previous page)

Jubei with King Babu’s Winchester.

Even the movie poster alludes to the original.

ing numbers establishes him as a killer, even more so than
is done in Eastwood’s original, which waits until ned
shows up and then tells us about it rather than showing us.
most of the reviews i’ve read say otherwise, but i found
Watanabe’s performance somewhat more emotional. subtle
emotions play over his expressions, almost frame to frame,
whereas Eastwood tends to glower constantly and consistently, his emotions described by dialogue. This display,
rather than tell style of filmmaking, does tend to leave us
wondering at times. The motivations of the sheriff ichizo
are not as clearly defined as they could be and he comes
across as more psychopathic than he probably should.
The addition of the ainu subplot and its parallels with
the plight of native americans reinforces the impression
of this being an american Western. for those not familiar,
the ainu people are indigenous to hokkaido. under the
shogonate, they were treated as backward neighbors to be
dominated, stolen from and occasionally enslaved. Even
so, there were occasional treaties, trade agreements and
relative peace. With the meiji restoration, the imperial
VISIT

tainly no samurai. Plain and simple, he is a killer. a killer
unforgiven. There is no redemption. There is no returning
home. The Japanese nō Theater has a traditional character
called the shite who will appear in the narrative first as a
human and then as a ghost. in this, Jubei begins as a ghost
and only briefly becomes human again before fading away.
he ends the film as he began, alone in the snow. haunted
and hunted. i can’t really say i think that this is a better film
than the original, but i believe this transformational circle
makes Yurusarezaru Mono a more moving and tragic film.
it is disappointing that it has not received wider distribution in the u.s. i think western film aficionados would
find much to appreciate in this re-imagining of a classic.
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have the right to obtain a concealed handgun license in
the state of Texas.
i am immensely blessed to have a family that educated me at a young age in the importance of safely
using firearms. i am an active member of the national
rifle association as well as the Texas state rifle association. i joined sass in 2009 when i was only 13 and
have been shooting as much as my school work would
allow ever since. my family in this regard also includes
my wonderful shooting family. The single action
shooting society has introduced me to a world where
the golden rule still applies, and safety is paramount. i
am so proud to be a member of this wonderful organization where a family can spend quality time shooting
together, as well as have fellowship with wonderful second amendment advocates.
The original assignment for this essay was to write
about the significance of the second amendment in american society, but in reality The second amendment is responsible for everything about american society,
including its existence at all. Without our ability to protect
ourselves from evil forces both foreign and domestic, and
our ability to deter crime by carrying and using firearms
responsibly, who knows what type of country we would
be living in today. it sure wouldn’t be the america we
know and love. i cannot imagine a life without my
firearms. Their safe use has brought immense joy to my
life and i hope to help educate as many people as i can
about their proper use and the “Cowboy Way.”
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BLACK DIAMOND
WESTERN
d

COMIC BOOK CORNER
uring the late 1940s and the 1950s the popularity
of Western adventure fiction extended to all
forms of entertainment, including, predictably, comic
books. Virtually every comic book publisher (and
there were a lot of them) introduced at least one Western title sometime during that decade, and lev gleason Publishing, better known for it’s graphically
violent crime titles, was no exception.
in June of 1948, gleason launched Desperado, a
Western-themed crime comic, as a companion to its
contemporary crime titles, Crime Does Not Pay and
Crime and Punishment. Desperado ran for eight issues, featuring typically violent (for gleason) crime
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stories set in the old West. The third issue contained
a story with more than 20 murders. But then, gleason
somehow got the word that readers were interested in
more traditional, hero-based westerns and with the
ninth issue, Desperado was relaunched as Black Diamond Western. of all Western heroes, The lone
ranger was and is one of the most popular and wellknown, so The Black diamond, after whom the comic
is named, was designed to mimic the mysterious
masked cowboy.
Presented in this issue is the first part of The Black
diamond’s origin story. The second and concluding
part will run next month. as always, the page images
used in Comic Book Corner are courtesy of the website, http://comicbookplus.com. Their free site features more than 28,000 public domain comic books of
all genres, not just Westerns.
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Monthly Mounted Matches
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What The Courts Said
By Colonel Dan, SASS Life/Regulator #24025

ast month we looked at the founders’ intent underlying the second amendment. i think it’s fair to say
their obvious purpose was to ensure that an individual’s right to keep and bear arms was never threatened or
infringed by any government action.
so what have the courts said over the years about such
a “radical concept”? many times we’re told by anti-gun elements that the courts have maintained no individual right
to keep and bear arms exists and we pro-gun advocates are
just too stupid to understand the intricacies of constitutional law.
have the courts universally denounced the individual’s
right to keep and bear arms over the past 200 years and are
you really too stupid to read and understand what the Constitution plainly says? To believe any of that anti-gun bilge,
you’d have to be terminally stupid.
This month, let’s read a few examples of what several
courts across the country and across history had to say in
the years after the Constitution was adopted. as you did
last month, please judge for yourself and draw your own
conclusions.

1803: george Tucker, Judge of the Virginia supreme
Court and u.s. district Court of Virginia in I Blackstone
COMMENTARIES, sir george Tucker Ed., pg. 300 (app.)
“The right of self-defense is the first law of nature; in
most governments it has been the study of rulers to confine
this right within the narrowest possible limits…and [when]
the right of the people to keep and bear arms is, under any
color or pretext whatsoever, prohibited, liberty, if not already annihilated, is on the brink of destruction.”

1822: Bliss vs. Commonwealth, 12 Ky. (2 litt.) 90, at
92, and 93, 13 am. dec. 251
“for, in principle, there is no difference between a law
prohibiting the wearing of concealed arms, and a law forbidding the wearing such as are exposed; and if the former
be unconstitutional, the latter must be so likewise. But it
should not be forgotten, that it is not only a part of the right
that is secured by the constitution; it is the right entire and
complete, as it existed at the adoption of the constitution;
and if any portion of that right be impaired, immaterial how
VISIT

small the part may be, and immaterial the order of time at
which it be done, it is equally forbidden by the constitution.”

1846: nunn vs. state, 1 ga. (1 Kel.) 243, at 251
“The right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not
be infringed. The right of the whole people, old and young,
men, women and boys, and not militia only, to keep and
bear arms of every description, and not such merely as are
used by the militia, shall not be infringed, curtailed, or broken in upon, in the smallest degree; and all this for the important end to be attained: the rearing up and qualifying a
well-regulated militia, so vitally necessary to the security
of a free state. our opinion is that any law, state or federal, is repugnant to the Constitution, and void, which contravenes this right.”

1859: Cockrum vs. state, 24 Tex. 394, at 401-402
“The right of a citizen to bear arms, in lawful defense
of himself or the state, is absolute. he does not derive it
from the state government. it is one of the ‘high powers’
delegated directly to the citizen, and ‘is excepted out of
the general powers of government.’ a law cannot be passed
to infringe upon or impair it, because it is above the law,
and independent of the lawmaking power.”

1871: andres vs. state, 50 Tenn. (3 heisk) 165, 178
“…[T]he right to keep arms necessarily involves the
right to purchase them, to keep them in a state of efficiency
for use, and to purchase and provide ammunition suitable
for such arms, and to keep them in repair.
“The rifle of all descriptions, the shot gun, the musket
and repeater are such arms; and that under the Constitution
the right to keep and bear arms cannot be infringed or forbidden by the legislature.” [andrEWs VS. sTaTE; 50
TEnn. 165, 179, 8 am. rEP. 8, 14 (TEnnEssEE
suPrEmE CourT).]

1876: The supreme Court, in u.s. vs. Cruikshank (92
u.s. 542)
recognized that the right to arms preexisted the Constitution. The Court stated that the right to arms “is not a
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right granted by the Constitution. neither is it in any manner dependent upon that instrument for its existence.”

1878: Wilson vs. state, 33 ark. 557, at 560, 34 am.
rep. 52, at 54
“To prohibit a citizen from wearing or carrying a war
arm…is an unwarranted restriction upon the constitutional
right to keep and bear arms. if cowardly and dishonorable
men sometimes shoot unarmed men with army pistols or
guns, the evil must be prevented by the penitentiary and
gallows, and not by a general deprivation of constitutional
privilege.”

1921: state vs. Kerner, 181 n.C. 574, 107 s.E. 222, at
224
“The maintenance of the right to bear arms is a most
essential one to every free people and should not be whittled down by technical constructions.”

1922: People vs. zerillo, 219 mich. 635, 189 n.W. 927,
at 928
“The provision in the Constitution granting the right to
all persons to bear arms is a limitation upon the power of
the legislature to enact any law to the contrary. The exercise of a right guaranteed by the Constitution cannot be
made subject to the will of the sheriff.”

2000: Tuesday, June 13 th . let’s fast-forward to the
Clinton years of judicial activism and see how an attempt
was made to unscrupulously bastardize this long venerated
unalienable right by a dangerously anti-gun, anti-constitution administration in u.s. vs. Emerson.
Early accounts from those who attended the week’s oral
arguments on u.s. vs. Emerson (see faX alert Vol. 7, no.
23) revealed, with no uncertainty, how the Clinton-gore
administration truly viewed our right to Keep and Bear
arms. The attorney representing the government, William
mateja, said that the second amendment offers law-abiding u.s. citizens no protections against the government
prohibiting them from owning any firearm. Judge William
garwood, one of three judges on the panel that heard arguments, had the following exchange with mateja:
Judge garwood: “you are saying that the second
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amendment is consistent with a position that you can take
guns away from the public? you can restrict ownership of
rifles, pistols and shotguns from all people? is that the position of the united states?”
meteja (attorney for the government): “yes.”
garwood: “is it the position of the united states that
persons who are not in the national guard are afforded no
protections under the second amendment?”
meteja: “Exactly.”
fortunately, the court rejected the Clinton-gore argument—for now.

2008: district of Columbia vs. heller; 07-290: (scalia)
“The second amendment protects an individual right
to possess a firearm unconnected with service in a militia,
and to use that arm for traditionally lawful purposes, such
as self-defense within the home. Pp. 2–53.(a) The amendment’s prefatory clause announces a purpose, but does not
limit or expand the scope of the second part, the operative
clause.”

undoubtedly some think that the second amendment
is outmoded in a society where our standing army is the
pride of our nation, where well-trained police forces provide personal security, and where gun violence is a serious
problem. That is perhaps debatable, but what is not debatable is that it is not the role of this Court to pronounce the
second amendment extinct.
it’s frightening how tenuous is the jewel of liberty and
how easily it can be incrementally eroded if left unguarded
by the people and totally entrusted to the machiavellian
machinations of insidious politicians.
James madison had it pegged, “I believe there are more
instances of the abridgement of the freedoms of the people
by gradual and silent encroachments of those in power
than by violent and sudden usurpations.”
it’s my uncompromising conviction that unless the people jealously guard our jewel at every turn and strongly reject any attempt to incrementally infringe on our freedom,
we will eventually and unwittingly lose it—piece by little
piece. once it’s gone however, it’s gone for generations—
generations that won’t even know what they’ve lost.
************
Contact Colonel dan: coloneldan@bellsouth.net
Colonel dan’s Blog: http://coloneldan1776.com/
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